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Founding
president of N.
Ky. University
dead at 85

Tuesday, November 30, 2010

Murray, KY 42071

544* dexed et,„

Cittzens
police
academy
kicks off

Steely was a native
of Hazel; graveside
service here Friday
By CHRISTOPHER L. COLE
Director of Media Relations
and Communications
Northern Kentucky University
HIGHLAND HEIGHTS. Ky.
—
Northern
Kentucky
University's founding president.
Dr. W. Frank Steely, died
Monday morning. Dr. Steely
was president
f r o
m
December
1969
to
September
1975
and
served on the
NKU history
faculty
Steely
until
his retirement
in July of 2001 He was 85 years
old.
During his presidency., which
started on Dec. I 1, 1969, and
included the groundbreaking of
the Highland Heights campus
on March 31, 1971, Steely oversaw. one of the greatest building
booms in the University's history. By the end of his presidency
on Sept. 15. 1975, i 2 construction pmjects, including everything from parking lots to athletic fields to academic buildings, were either being built or
111 See Page 2A
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Attendees learn how
telecommunications
critical to operations

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
The Kentucky Wes! Tennessee Railro
ad crossing cn Ky. 121 South near Murra
y is scheduled for temporary
repairs Wednesday moming which will
shut down that section of the highway for
several hours. The roadway is
expected to reopen by mid-aftemoon, accor
ding to Department of Highways officials.

King Railroad to dose Ky 121

Wednesday to upgrade crossing
By TONI DERRY
Staff Writer
section of Kentucky 121 South
will be closed to traffic for several hours Wednesday while
Kentucky West Tennessee Railroad
crews upgrade a crossing near city limits.
Keith Todd, public inforrnation officer for the Departrnent of Highways
District One and Two offices in
Paducah, said the closure on the southeast edge of Murray will close about 8
a.m. after the morning school bus run.
"Work should be corrtpleted and the
roadway reopened to traffic by midaftermion," Todd said.

A

There wili
no marked demurs.
Flaggers wili he stationed on each side
of the closure to assist motorists.
according to Todd. During the shutdown, motorists may use Ky. 280,
Ky
1497, Ky. 893 and U.S. 641 to detour
around the area, according to Todd.
About 3,0(X) vehicles travel the section
on an average day, according to DOH
statistics
County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins
anii Calloway Fiscal Court magistrates
have pursued KWT officials for the
pa.st few months in an effort to get the
track crossing i-epaired. However
Elkins reported he was having difficulty getting KWT officials to respond by

phone. County Attorney David
Harrington was directed to subpoena
company officials before a county
grand jury concerning the matter this
month.
Elkins said Monday the upgrade is
expected to be temporary, but will continue at a later date.
"It is my understanding that the work
on the railroad is of a temporary
nature," he said. "Railroad officials
have promised that permanent repairs
will be made next spring. The work on
Wednesday should improve the crossing and alleviate safety concerns."

II See Page 2A
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By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
he
Murray
Police
Department's Citizens
Police Academy kicked
off Monday night with attendees hearing about how critical
telecommunications are to
making the department run
smoothly.
Police Chief Jeff Liles welcomed participants in the class,
saying it was a partnership with
the citizens of Murray. to educate the public on policies and
procedures that help the department keep the public safe.
Major Jim Osborne said the
public sometimes witnesses
police officers doing something
that they don't understand, but
participants would hopefully
understand anything they might
see by the end
of the eightwork course.
The first session focused
on telecommunications, and
the
department's communications
supervisor.
Rick
Harris,
explained many aspects of his
job. He said most people in his
position used to be commonly
referred to as dispatchers, but
that changed partly because
other entities like taxi services
and pest control businesses also
employ people they call dis-

T

20s

Tuesday: A chance et rain
showers before noon, then a
slight chance of spnnkles and
flurries. Mostly cloudy, with a
temperature falling to around 39
by 5pm. West wind between 9
and 11 mph. Chance of pracipitation is 30 percent.
Tuesday Night: A slight
chance of flurries before rnidnight Mostly cloudy, then gradually becoming mostly clear,
with a low around 30. West wind
around 9 mph
Wednesday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 44. West wind
between 7 and 11 mph.
Wednesday Night: Partly
cleudy. with a low around 28.
West wind around 6 mph
becoming calm.
Thursday: Partly sunny, with
a high near 48. Calm wind
becoming west southwest
around 6 mph.

750

Bonniest
Jackson Purchase
company plans holiday
extravaganza
By TOPA BERRY
Staff Wnter
urtay's Jackson
Purchase D,ince
Company plans to
open the upcoming Christmas
season in a big way with a holiday extravaganza that is sure to
put you and your family into a
holiday spirit.
"Holiday Dancefest" will also
open JPDC's 2010-11 season.
The Christmas special is set for
7:30 p.m. on Friday. Dec. 3, at
Murray State University's
Lovett Auditorium. The event
will feature a concert of dances
to favorite holiday music.
Everyone is invited to bring the
family for out for the event that
is sure to make even a Scrooge

M

shout "Merry Chnstmas."
The production features the
works of two guest choreographers who were dancers in
JPDC's original company,
Laurie Jo Parker and Jennifer
(Lewis) Kubtc. Both, formerly
of Murray, live and dance in
Nashville and have choreographed three pieces for JPDC'
in the past. They will also be
performing in a "reunion" piece
with Rita McKee', also a former dancer with the company.,
and Karen Balzer, artistic director and founder of JPDC.
Although Balzer thought she
retired from performing several
years ago, she says she could

•See Page 2A

TOM BERRY Ledger 8. Times
Jackson Purchase Dance Company
Director Karen Balzer, upper photo, left,
works with performers that will take part
in "Holiday Dancefest", this year'
s
Christmas extravaganza that will take
place Friday, Dec. 3. at Murray State
University's Lovett Auditorium. At right,
JPDC puts on a beautiful holiday show
each season featuring some of the company's current and veteran dancers.
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III Academy...
From Front
patchers. lie said one ot the
most important pans ot his job
is knowing. where every on-duta
officer is at all times. This helps
the department use officers
effectively. but also keeps officers sate because the dispatcher
will notice if an officer has been
at a scene longer than expected.
he said.
When someone calla 911.
Harris said he will give prearrival instructions to both the
caller and the officer who is sent
to the scene. Harris said he is
mindful at all times that he is
representing the police department to whomever he speaks. so
he must treat callers the way
they' would want to be treated.
This is not only. to represent the
police department well. but to
inake the caller's likely. stressful
situation easier to handle.
"People base to realize that
when people call the police
department. very. very.. very,
wry seldom do you gei people
calling telling you what a good
job you do." he said. "They're
either going to call in scared,
they're mad. they•re sick, they
might be dying. There's some-

thing wrong."
Harris said telecommunicatia
should not tell callers that they.
don't know something because
the caller expects them to know
or find out quickly. He said he
must maintain a neutral tone
with the caller and not get excited about anything. Hc said this
can be hard in a small town like
Murray. since chances are that
he will get the occasional call
from someone he knows. He
said he often takes several calls
at a time and detailed many
other aspects of the job as well.
noting that it is not as easy as it
might appear to the casual
observer who might think he
merely sits around answering
phones all day.
Future topics at the Citizens
Police Academy ineiude theft,
property. and computer crimes,
narcotics investigations, crime
scene investigation and evidence collection, a jail tour,
court procedures and DUI
enforcement, accident investigation and reconstruction and
firearms and less-than-lethal
weapons.

Dancefest...
From Front

performance of "Winter
Wonderland:" choreographed
by Balzer. Members of JPDC's
board of directors will also
offer each audience member a
parting holiday gift following
the performance.
"You might say Holiday
Dancefest promises to be the
perfect performance to get
everyone in the mood for the
holidays," Balzer said.
Admission is $8 for adults
and $6 for students under 16.
Children under 3 will be admitted free. Advance reservations
are not available. The doors
will open at 7 p.m.'The event is
funded in part by Ronald
McDonald Charities, a nonprofit lunding organization.
Funding provided for JPDC's
ne w season is alai.) sponsored
by Murray State University.
Regional Stewardship and
Outreach for 2010-11.

not resist the opportunity to
perforni with her former student% and will join them onstage.
"With this season being the
'eve' ot JPDC"s 20th anniversary. I felt I had to share the
stage with two of our original
dancers. and a dear. dance
friend."' Balzer said.
Also included in the event
will be Kristen Knabel. a sophomore at MSU from Louisville.
Knahel. a wheelchair dancer.
mesinerizes audiences with her
agility while gliding across the
stage.
"Kristen is a true inspiration
to everyone, and commands the
stage with g,race." Balzer says.
The show will also feature
Calloway County Middle
School's newly-formed Show
Choir with a song and dance
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From Front

They were able to save most
it
already completed.
By' the time Steely had
"Dr. Steely was the human returned to the faculty,
the camcornersto
ne of this University." pus was flourishing
By KYSER LOUGH
ith six
ot them. Out
said Dr. James C. Votruba, NKU buildings, 6,01X) students
Staff Writer
and
of his 143XX)
president."He was a tireless and 150 faculty'. And it was well
Ile's been
erttiont.
on
miles he estitenacious founding president. its way to becoming the major
Minnesota and 35 other states to
mates he has
Frank Steely was given the metropolitan university it
raise awareness for a camp for
is
only
not
Herculean task of building a today.
terminally ill children. a 14,000
walked 4,000.
university from the ground up mile feat on its own. The real
Also during the Steely. era.
All of this is
and he succeeded."
impressive part is that Steve
and as important as the arrival
done carrying
A native Kentuckian, Steely of earthmovers and cement mixYoung of Fort Lauderdale. Fla.,
an 80-pound
was dean of Clinch Valley ers, was the formation of
has traveled most of that on
the
pack.
College at the University of NKSC
foot.
Young
Research
and
Young said
Virginia
when
the Board of Development Foundation in the
Young was in Murray Monday
he's taken two
Regems recommended he be fall of 1970. Later renamed
on his way back to Florida from breaks from his walking
the
to work
named inaugural president of NKU Foundation, it signified
Minnesota and stopped by the on a book he is writing about
a
the
Northern
Kentucky
Ledger & Times newsroom to experience. He said it will
State new and long-term level of
eventuCollege. A year-and-a-half earli- financial support.
talk about his journey to pro- ally' be 66 chapters and he
The foundahas 56
er. Gov. Louie B. Nunn had tion today is a major
mote awareness for the Victory done already. When he returns
source of
to
signed
a
bill
that established a support to the university
Junction Gang camp for termi- Fon Lauderdale from this walk
,
nally-ill children. The camp is he said he is moving io Virginia to four-year university in Northern through various scholarships.
Kentucky.
run by the Petty family. who are complete the book. Will he
NKSC
would
grants and awards.
then
become Northern Kentucky
mainly known for their insolve- retum to the roads?
Other milestones during
University on June 19, 1976.
men: in NASCAR. The goal is
"Maybe. I might head back
Steely's tenure included the
to give chronic and terminally- out," Young said.
Ken Lucas, who serves on the merger of NKSC and
Salnion P.
NKU Foundation and is a Chase College of Law in
ill children a place of their own
When arriving in a town. he
June of
and features trails. lakes, a the- said he first tries to go talk to founding member of the Board 1972; the move by
NKSC to the
ater and more. Young said they someone at the local police sta- of Regents, said the challenges Highland Heights
campus and
also have on-site health care at tion and town hall to let them
of starting the new school were Chase to the Covington
campus;
the 84-acre property.
know- who he is and what he's immense:"We had no staff...no the first commencement at
The camp opened in 2004 and doing, and to find a campsite. As students...no budget...and no NKSC in May
1973; and the
Young stepped out of his front he walkcd in Murray. he said
buildings. We literally started college's conditional accreditahe
door in 2007 to begin walking. flagged down a police cruiser
tion
and from scratch."
from
the
Southern
He's not affiliated with Victory met officer Patrick Morris of the
Academic departments were Association of Colleges
and
Junction in any way, but doing Murray Police Department. initially put up in houses and Schools.
which led to full
this on his own to support the According to Young. Morris
barns. The photography studio accreditation in
and
December
camp and its mission. As he his wife put him up in a hotel for
was located in a farmhouse cel- 1978.
walks. he stops and speaks to three days instead of simply
lar and the music practice room
Jack Grosse. dean of Chase
churches about the camp and pointing him to a campgrou
nd, was held in a renovated dog College of Law from 1970-78
does interviews with print and something he is very thankful for. kennel. Steely once recalled of and
1992-93, said of Steely's
broadcast media.
the early days, "Never before leadership: "It was
For more information on
pure divine
Along the journey. Young said Victory Junction, visit www.vic- did so many do so much with so
providence that Frank Steely
he has walked through rain. toryjunction.org.
little."
was the university's first presideserts and blizzards. He's
I( wasn't a job for the faint dent. He truly was
the right peraccepted rides. but not too many
hearted. Tbere were countless son for the right
job at the right
obstacles to overcome. stniggles time."
to be negotiated, naysayers to
Today, NKU has nearly
convince and. not least of all, 16,000 students.
anti 2.000 facfunds to secure. Though a ulty and staff. It lia.s
Staff Report
and Savannah Richards. 23. of
produced
school on paper only, hardhats about 50,000 alumni
Two Murray residents are fac- Murray. were arrested as a result
and it
would become as common as remains one of fastest
ing drug charges after an inves- of the investigation and search
growing
backpacks
during
the Steely era. universities in Kentucky.
tigation by the Murray Police warrant. Ash and Richards were
One newspaper even joked that
Department and Pennyrile charged with Trafficking in a
"Frank Steely's greatest early
more eafth was being moved at achievement may have
Narcotics Task Force.
Controlled Substance in the
been his
NKSC than dunng the building knack for hiring staff.
At approximately 4:50 p.m. First Degree and Wanton
faculty
Monday, officers with MPD, Endangerment in the First of the Hoover Dam.
and
administrators
who
Community and campus lead- believed in the future of
working in conjunction with Degree.
The
Wanton
the uniers.
to
not
tnention
state legisla- versity," Votruba said."Much of
PNTF. executed a search war- Endangennent charges were a
tors. learned -earl,. of Steely's what our campus is today and
rant at 304 North Sixth Street. result of a small child tieing
tenacity-. Named president in will be tomorrow can be traced
The search warrant wa.s based present while drug activity
December 1969. Steely was still to the work of these very special
on an investigation that began allegedly occurred at the resiworking for the University of men and women."
by tips from concerned citizens. dence. Ash is also being charged
Virginia in January 1970, when
Detectives used the information with being a fugitive from
Steely "took on many a legisthe Kentucky state legislature lator and politician because he
obtained and began an investi- another state because of warwas to approve NKSC's budget. believed in this university and
gation. which led to the search rants out of Tennessee for
Knowing how critical his pres- community," Lucas recalled.
of the residence. Assisted by Trafficking in a Controlled
ence would be for the budget "He was a 'take no pristine!'
Marshall
County
Special Substance and weapons violadebates, Steely rented a Jeep kind of guy wherever he WJS
Response
Team, officers tions.
and drove non-stop through on campus. out in the commum entered the residence and
Richards and Ash were transsnow-covered mountains from ty or in Frankfort. He fought
reported finding a large amount ported and lodged at the
his Virginia home to Frankfon and fought for this university."
of crack cocaine and money as Calloway County Jail.
to argue on behalf of the univerwell as cocaine being processed
Visitation will be held from 3Individuals facing charges arc
sity.
into crack.
7 p.m. on Thursday, Dec. 2, at
presumed innocent until proven
Steely was right about the First Baptist Church in Cold
Deandre Ash, 26, of Murray, guilty.
need to be there. By the time he Spring. Service will follow the
arrived, legislators were report- visitation. Graveside service
edly already cutting the school's will be at 2 p.m. on Friday. Dec.
OT YS &
budget, With hundreds ot 3, at Hazel Cemetery in Hazel.
GIFTS
Northern Kentucky residents Ky.
there in support, Steely and
Gifts are requested to be made
THOMAS
11144*.t.g,1-1)•.-.4
Charles Wiley, chairman of the to the NKU Foundation in supNKSC Board of Regents. port of NKU initiatives named
,
argued for the college's budget. in honor of Dr. Steely.
N.; [DEE RE
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Location tor Gamblraopat service champed
Staff Report
The Wednesday memorial
service
for
Arpana
Gambiraopet has changed
locations from the new chemistry building to Woods Hall.
Gambiraopet died from
injuries she sustained in a
vehicle collision at the inter-

INTRODUCING
Andrew Norman
One of the few professionals still making house calls.
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section of Ky. 80 and U.S. 641
on Nov. 12.
Her twin sister, Archana,
was seriously injured in the
accident and is at Vanderbilt
University Medical Center in
Nashville.
The memorial service is
scheduled for 4 p.m.

Town Crier
NOTICE
• The Calloway County
Fiscal Court will meet in
cial session at 3 p.m. on
Tuesday, Nov. 30 in the conference
room
at
the
Calloway
County
Courthouse. On the agenda
for the meeting is a discussion concerning employee
insurance and insurance
rates for the coining year.
• To report a Town Crier
item, e-mail: echtoramurrayledgercom
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Monya Pierce
harce, 96, of Kirksey, died Monday, Nov. 29, 2010, at
It):57 p in. at Spnng Creek Health Care. Arrangeme
nts are incomplete at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home.
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.

Tuesday. Ninvember 30, 2.010• 31

Cutting off jobless
will aid recession

Worts Jean Rudolph

Mrs. Deloris Jean Rudolph, 75. of Dexter. died,Sunday, Nov. 28.
2010, at 10:20 a.m. at her honae
She wa.s
homemaker and a member of the
Palestine United Mettaxiist Church. Mrs. Rudolph
WASHINGTON (AP)- If
was born Oct. I I, 1935 in Golden Pond.
lames T. Pfttman
Survivors include one daughter. Cindy Hutson Congress lets unemployment
James T. Pittman, 84, of Murray, died Sunday, Nov. 28. 20IG,
(Carl) of Dexter; one son. Ricky Rudolph benefits expire this week, the
7:50 p.m. at Kindred Hospital in Louisville. Arrangements
(Wyvonne) of Dexter: brother. Dan Cothran jobless won't be the only ones to
are
Incomplete Bialock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Online con4
Susan) of Toole. Texas: four grandchildren, feel the pain. The overall econodolencea may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Danielle Williams of Murray. Mandy Phillips of my would suffer. mo.
Unemployment benefits help
Dexter. Ken Hutson of Murray', and Lisa Hutson of
L -d0"
Lois Mae Rachel!
Searcy. Ark.: four great-grandchildren. Allyssa drive the economy bec.ause the
Isms Mae Rachell, 86, of Murray, died Monday, Nov. 29, 2010, at
Williams and Allayna Williams, Trevor Donelson. jobless tend to spend esery dolRudolph
her home. Arrar.gements are incomplete at J.H Churchill Funeral
lar they get, pumping cash into
all of Murray, and Preslee Phillips of Dexter.
She was preceded in death by her husband. Joe Rudolph: parents, businesses. A cut-off of aid for
Elmer and Roberta Cook Cothran; son, David Rudolph; brother. millions of people jobless for
more than six months could
William Cothran; and grandchild. Carrie Beth Rudolph.
Ray Kemp
Funeral services will be held Wednesday, Dec. 1. 2010, at 11 a.m. squeeze a fragile economy. anaH. Ray Kemp. 88, of Chattanooga, Tenn., dial Wednesday, Nov.
at the 1.H. Churchill Funeral Home, the Rev. Robert McKinney, the lysts say.
24, 2010. after a short illness.
Aaiong the consequences
Born Oct. 4, 1922, in Marietta, Ga., he was a Rev. Elijah Balentine, and Bro. Paui Bogard will officiate, and burmember of Oakwood Baptist Church, a retired Postal ial will follow in the Palestine United Methodist Church cemetery. they envision over the next year:
• Annual economic growth
Inspector and a World War II Army-Air Corps veter- Visitation will be held today, Tuesday. Nov. 30, 2010,from 4-8 p.m.
could fall by one half to nearly 1
at the funeral home.
an.
Expressions of sympathy may go to the Murray-Calloway percentage point.
In addition to his parents, William E. Kemp and
• Up to 1 million more people
Nelle Kenip Brooks, he was preceded in death by former wife, County Hospital Hospice House Building Fund, 803 Poplar St..
could lose their jobs.
Murray, KY 42071.
Gloria Standard Kemp.
• Hundreds of thousands
Online condolences can be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralHe is survived by his wife, Novella Kemp of Chattanooga; son,
Mike Kemp and wife, Vicki of Murray; step-son, Donald Cross and home.corn. Arrangements are handled by the J.H. Churchill Funeral would fall into poverty.
"Look for homelessness to
wife. Pat of Ringgold, Ga.; five step-grandchildren; nine step-great- Home.
rise and food lines to get longer
grandchildren; three step-great-great-grandchildren; sister, Anne
This is a paid obituary.
as we approach Christmas if the
Kemp Sewell; and several nieces and nephews.
situation can't be resolved."
Services were held Friday, Nov. 26, at Lakewood Memory Emma Nell Mahan Steele
Gardens East in Chattanooga. Online condolences may be left at
Mrs. Emma Nel: Mahan Steele, 93. of Murray. died Saturday, says Diane Swonk. chief economist at Mesirow Financial.
www.chattanoogaeastchapelcom. Airangements were handled by Nov. 27, 2010, at Wealdey County Nursing Home in Dresden,
Tenn.
The issue is expected to be
the East Chapel of Chattanooga Funeral Home.
She was a homemaker and a member of the
Lone Oak United Methodist Church. She was born taken up in the lame-duck session of Congress that resumed
Torri Burkey
July 27, 1917 in Muiray.
Funeral services for Torri Burkey. 16, of Murray, were held today,
She is survived by one daughter. Jane Warrilow Monday. Among other unfinJuesday. Nov. 30, 2010. at II a.m. at The Point Youth Sanctuary
(Ret. Colonel Steve) of Dresden, Tenn.; one son, ished business, lawmakers are
tOld Hardin Baptist Church Sanctuary) at 218 College Street in
Bob Steele(Linda)of Lone Oak; sister, Sue Mahan likely to vote on whether to
Pocock of Murray; five grandchildren, Ronda extend the Bush-era tax cuts that
Hardin with the Rev. Ricky Cunningham officiatWarrilow Johnson, Jacob Steele. Carc:ine Steele are set to expire at year's end.
ing. Interment followed at Hardin Baptist
Torgesen. Sarah Steele and James Warrilow; also President Barack Obama has
Cemetery.
six great-grandchildren. Emma Grace Warrilow, scheduled a meeting with
Serving as pallbearers were Billy and Mike
Carys Torgesen, Steven Johnson, Jake Torgesen, Republican leaders Tuesday.
Keeling, Sean Burkey, Dr. Michael Adarns, Dr.
Steele
The average weekly payment
Wesley Warrilow and Skye Torgesen.
Randy 'Taylor, Brad Kelly and Woody Thompson.
Mrs. Steele is preceded iit death by her husband, Robert N. for ihe roughly 8.5 million peoBurkey died Saturda.y, Nov. 27. 2010, at
Jackson Purchase Medical Center from injuries Steele; parents, Jacob Levi and Ethel Roberta Griffin Mahan; two ple receiving unemployment
benefits is $302.90.
sisters, Grace Mahan Duke and Beurdean Mahan Wrather.
sustained in a hunting accident.
But it ranges widely: from a
Graveside services will be held Wednesday. Dec 1, 2010, at 2
A junior at Calloway County High School, she
low of $118.82 in Puerto Rico to
p.m.
at
the
Temple
Hill
was
Cemetery.
a
member
the
Hardin
of
Rev.
Baptist
Glynn
Hill will officiate.
Church and active
Burkey
Online .condolences can be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneral- a high of $419.53 in Hawaii.
in the Youth Ministry.
She was preceded in death by her paternal grandfather, James W. home.com. The 1.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of Each state sets the amount
'through a formula meant to
arrangements.
Burkey.
replace a portion of a jobless
This is a paid obituary..
She is survived by her parents, Jayna and James W. "limbo"
person's old income.
Buttey, Jr.; maternal grandparents, James and Shelcla Keeling of
That money ripples through
Dexter. and Cathy Nuss of Louisville; paternal grandmother, Peggy
The number of times published or the length of one or more of the
Burkey of Hardin; three uncles. Mike. Keeling and wife, Julie of preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger and the economy, into supermarkets,
Cincinnati, Billy Keeling and wife, Brooke of Dexter, and Sean
rmes policy. A fee has been paidfor additional publishing or space. gasoline stations. utilities. convenience stores. That allows
Burkey and wife, Terri of Murray; two aunts, Sherry Thompson and
those businesses to hire niore
husband, Woody of Princeton, and Tiffany Langdon of Bowling
people. who. in turn, spend
Green.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Laying the Foundation,
Hardin Baptist Church, P.O. Box 35, Hardin, KY 42048.
Online condolences may be made at www.imesmillercom.
Arrangeinents were handled by the Heritage Family Funeral Home.
WASHINGTON (AP) --- the nearly 22,000 drivers killed
About 1 in 5 drivers who were last year. In 2005. drugs were
killed last year in ccu- crashes found in the systems of 13 perHenry Earl Swift, Jr.
Funeral services for Henry Earl Swift, Jr., 42, of Mayfield, will tested positive for drugs, raising cent of the more than 27,000
be held Wednesday, Dec. 1, 2010, at I p.m. at Brown Funeral Horne concerns about the impact of drivers killed in car accidents.
in Mayfield with the Rev. C.W. Jackson officiating. Burial will fol- drugs on auto safety, the govResearchers said the numernment reported today.
low in Hollan Cemetery.
bers could be higher because
Researchers
Visitation will be today, Tuesday, Nov. 30, after 5 p.m. at the
with
the only about 3 in 5 drivers who
National Highway Traffic were killed in car crashes were
funeral home.
Serving as pallbearers will be Johnny Geurin, David Glisson, Safety Administration said the tested for drugs after the crash
Aaron Swift, Jerry Lynn Carroll, Richard Hollan and Joel Prather. nevi, data underscored a grow- and testing varied from state to
Honorary pallbearers will be Greg Swift. Garry Swift and Steve ing problem of people driving state. Among all the drivers
with drugs in their systems. But who were killed in 2009 and
Swift. Swift died Saturday. Nov. 27. 2010, at 9:06 p.m. in Benton.
they cautioned that it was not later tested by authorities for
He was of the Baptist faith and was a roofer for Swift Roofing in
Murray. Swift was preceded in death by his grandparents, E.H. and clear that drugs caused the drugs, about one-third had
crashes and more research was drugs in their systems.
Oleda Swift and Henry and Mavis Hollan.
In addition to his parent:, Henry and Frances Hollan Swift, Sr. of needed to determine how cerMayfield, he is survived by a daughter, Tonya Leigh Swift of tain drugs can hinder a person's
Mayfield; a son. Brian Lee Swift of Mayfield; a brother, Larry Dale ability to drive safely.
Drugs were reported in nearSwift of Murray; and a sister, Rita Marie Prather and husband, David
Brian Emerson
ly 4,000 drivers who were
of Mayfield. Arrangements are handled by Brown Funeral Home in
VVILLIS INSURANCE INC
1001 Whilne11,1se.
killed in 2009. or 18 percent of
Mayfield.
201 North Sth St
Murray. K1 12071-1040

ilk

20 percent of drivers killed
in crashes using drugs
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Poll: Americans divided on handling debt
WASHINGTON (AP)- To
ease surging budget deficits,
Americans prefer cutting federal
services to raising taxes by nearly 2-1 in a new- poll.
Yet there is little consensus
on specific, meaningful steps -and a wariness about touching
two gargantuan programs,
Social Security and Medicare.
An Associated Press-CNBC
Poll showed widespread anxiety
about budget shortfalls exceeding SI trillion a year.
Eighty-five percent worry
that growing red ink will harm
future generations - the
strongest expression of concern
since AP polls began asking the
question in 2008. Fifty-six percent think the shortfalls will
spark a major economic crisis in
the coming decade.

As for detailed cures, the poll
shows little agreement problem that has long bedeviled
lawmakers who often speak
about taming federal deficits but
seldom vote to do so.
Given more than a dozen
options for helping balance the
budget, majorities backed just
four: Reduce the number of federal workers, trim their salaries,
cut overseas military bases and
eliminate the tax deduction on
home mortgage interest in
exchange for lower income tax
rates.
"I'm sure there's waste
somewhere," said Terri Davis,
44, a travel company employee
from Ashburn, Va. "But I like a
lot of government programs that
keep order in the streets, that do
research about what's danger-

Your Premier Exhilmi Co

ous. A lot of things are w orthwhile.Budget deficits have been
winning increased attention
from President Barack °barna
and congressional Republicans,
who will control the House next
year and wield increased clout
in the Senate.
Despite their midterm election victory, the GOP holds only
a slight 44 percent to 38 percent
edge in trust on the issue. with
13 percent saying they trust neither party, the poll shows.
Mama announced a pay
freeze Monday for the government's 2 million minmilitary
civil servants. saying, "Getting
this deficit under control is
going to require some broad sacrifice."
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The Congressional Budget
Office says every SI spent on
unemployment benefits generates up to $1.90 in economic
growth. The program is the most
effective government policy for
generating growth among I I
options the CB0 has analyzed.
Mark Zandi, chief economist
at Moody's Analytics. puts the
hang-for-a-buck figure at $1.61.
and a recent Labor Department
study estimates it at $2.
Analyst Mark Miller of
William Blair & Company figures that. in particular. diacount
retailers like Dollar General and
Family Dollar will see their re% enue pinched by a couple of percentage points next year if
extended jobless benefits expire.
"If you've been unemployed
for six months. you've gone
through your savings." says
Heidi Shierholz, economist at
the Economic Policy Institute.
"You have no choice but to
spend (jobless benefits) immediately."
By contrast. money given to
higher-income families - say,
through tax cuts - tends to
deliver less economic benefit
because those taxpayers typically save a big chunk of their
windfall.
In July 2008, Congress
extended jobless benefits to up
to 99 weeks: 26 weeks of regular benefits from the states, plus
up to 73 weeks in federal aid in
states with high unemployment
rates. The extended federal benelits will start phasing out on
Wednesday if Congress doesn't
act.
Vv'hen lawmakers extended
the benefits. they were responding
to
a
jobs
crisis:
Unemployment was on its way
to double digits for the first time
since the 1981-82 recession.
The long-term unemployed those out of work for more than
six months - hit a record-high
6.8 million in May this year.
MOre
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Kappa Department

Holiday Tour of Homes to be Dec. 12
"A Merry Christmas Comes to Murray" on Sunday, Dec. 12, when
the Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club hosts the 29th
annual Holiday Tour of Homes from 1-4 pm. Tickets can be purchased in advance for $7 at the Murray Chamber of Commerce or
from any Kappa member. Available at the homes, tickets will be $8
on tour day. Proceeds will go to the Merryman House and Murray
Woman's Clubhouse, and a donation will be made to each homeowner's charity of choice.

With festive touches in every room. this house is ready for the hol
idays.

e-mail: commanitynewsemurrayledger.eoet

Homemakers annual poinsettia
sale nears end
Calloway
County
The
Extension
Homemakers are nearing the end of the
annual Poinsettia sale. The small six-inch pot
ha.s 5-7 blooms stnd is $8. The large eightinch pot has 3 plants smd is $16. Proceeds
fund scholarships, community volunteerism
and leadership opportunities. Fhe plants can
be picked up beginning at 2 p.m. on Dec. 2,
and all day on Dec. 3 at the First United
Datebook Methodist Church building gym. To make a
Sanci Teague, purchase, call the Calloway County
Community
Extension Office at 753-1452 or Judy Stabler
editor
at 753-7897.

Blood drive to be held
The Calloway County Chapter of die American Red Cross will
hold a blood drive tomorrow, Tuesday, Nov. 30, and Wednesday,
Dec. 1, from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at Murray State University Curris
Center, located on Chestnut Street.

Dexter-Hardin UMC to hold bazaar
Dexter-Hardin United Methodist Church, 5161 Radio Road, will
hold a holiday bazaar on Thursday, Dec. 2, from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Stephen and Kim Crouch
Available is fabric, sewing items, decorations and more.
309 N. 10th Street
Kim and Stephen Crouch believe they have found the perfect locaKentucky Retirees will meet
tion to raise sons, Collier, 5, and Kellen. 2. It's a circa 1910 jewel
furnished in an eclectic style. An updated kitchen and striped paint
The Purchase Area Chapter of Kentucky Retirees will meet
treatment mix easily with antique pieces. Kim skillfully: turned an Thursday, Dec. 2, at 10:30 a.m. at Pizza Inn, 1001 Joe Clifton
Robin Brown
inherited dog painting into a stoking folk-art piece. The charming Drive, Paducah, for a combine luncheon and business meeting.
All
2208 Brookhaven Drive
open kitchen is large enough to accommodate a big gathering table, Retirees from the Kentucky Retirement System (Ballard,
Calloway,
Since moving in four years ago, Robin has worked his magic in his and the open staircase is a focal point of the home. The boys'
Carlisle, Fulton, Hickman, Graves. Marshall, McCracken) and the
1998 home in the quiet Gatesborough subdivision. With dramatic adorable bedrooms have unique closets under the eaves, and an
Kentucky State Police Retirement System are encouraged to attend.
deep wall colors, new hardwood floors, and a large center island in antique desk in Collier's room was made by Kim's grandfather
For more information, call 898-7289 or 527-9531.
the kitchen, this home is open and welcoming. By mixing inherited
Bright colors, polka dots and fun describe Kim's holiday home.
pieces with comfortable contemporary furniture, Robin has added The keeper of family memories is the aromatic live tree adomed
Garden Department will meet
interest.and personality to his home.
with family photos arid ornaments collected on travels. A very speThe Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
The promise of Ctuistmas is evident from the outside window cial ornatnent is a wedding day champagne cork embellished with a
boxes filled with seasonal greenery to the large entry with a Friends silver bell given to them by a farnily member from Holland. Thursday, Dec. 2, at )1:30 a.m. at the club house to carpool to the
Tree filled with ornaments supplied by friends. Trees throughout the Assisting with the holiday decorating, Beverly Lemons, owner of Magnolia Tea Room. Bring books for public library. Hostesses will
home will be decked out in natural material to create an outdoor The Red Barn, will combine family decorations with goodies from be Marlene Beach and Janet Dees.
mood. His students will help him make ornaments for the Kids Tree her store to transform this home into a holiday: delight.
Concerned Taxpayers will meet
in one of the bedrooms. Scarves. pearls, and gloves are not typical
The quotation on die kitchen wall sums up this home: "Good
The
Concerned Taxpayers of Calloway County (Tea Party) will
ornaments, but here they fit perfectly on the tree in the heirloom Food, Good Friends, Good Times.''
contiaue their series on the "Commissars of the Obama
bedroom. From tree top to table top. Robin decorates his own home
Administration who are extra-legal and the Overbearing
and also offers holiday decorating to services.
Consequences for the Republic" on Wednesday, Dec. 1, at 11:30
a.m. in the back room of Pagliai's Restaurant, according to Dan
Walker, prograrn chairman. The public is invited.

IF YOU HAVE AN EVENT
'TO ANNOUNCE CALL US AT
153-1916

Overeaters'Anonymous to meet
Overeaters' Anonymous, a 12-step recovery: group tor all types of
eating pmblentsrmasamiactr -Thursday from 1:30-2:30 p.m. at
Christ Methodist Church, 1322 W. Broadway, Mayfield. For information, call Marcia at 247-7414 or Jim at 623-8850.

Christian Fellowship to hold market

T

Christian Fellowship School will hold a Christmas Market on
Thursday, Dec. 2,from 2-6:30 p.m. and Friday, Dec. 3,from 8 a.m.
to I p.m. at the school. 1343 US Hwy.68 East, Benton. Adrnission
is $1.

irtTarim-of
Murray

Socks for Santa to be held

i.i,(

GAZETTE
PUBLISfIED WEEKLY o_c.
1505 STADIUM VIEW' DR.
MURRAY, KY 42071

Merry Christmas
November has been very busy for us at Fem Terrace. We welcome all ot
our new residents. Our Veterans Day was made very special with the
gifts for our veterans donated by the Murray American Legion. Thank
you Duane Brown, Ron Melone, and Mark Kennedy. Our ladies tea parties are such a success we might just add more. What a great time for all
of us. Our Thanksgiving was celebrated in style with so much delicous
food. The turkey wasn't the only thing stuffed! We are not looking forward to putting up decorations for Christmas. Our residents are very talented making a lot of the old time decorations, which adoms the tree in
the activity room. Our maintenance man Gary is once again tangled in
the lights. But we're having a lot of fun, and looking forward to our
Christmas party on Dec. 23. We would like to wish all of our
volunteers, friends, community and families a
wonderful Cliristmas
Merry Christmas from Fern Terrace

Andy' and Tina Dunn
Socks for Santa will be held Thursday, Dec. 2, from 5-7 p.m. at
1507 Sandy Pine Drive
the Murray Chamber of Commerce. Support the local school sysNestled in the wooded subdivision of Spring Creek is the brick tems with the Santa Project and Tiger Christmas by donating chiland stone home of Andy and Tina Dunn and their 14 year old daugh- dren's socks to give children warm feet this winter. Bring one or
ter Elizabeth. The lush landscaping of this 2007 beauty is reflected more pairs and receive a free gift. Bring six pairs and receive disin the interior with its rich earth tones and warm oak flooring. Tina count on holiday baskets. Door prizes every half hour. This event is
has successfully combined heirloom antique pieces such as a open to the public. A donation of children's socks is requested. For
Duncan Phyfe sofa and an iron bed with comfortable traditional fur- more information, call Cindy Graves at (270)978-0101.
nishings. The spacious kitchen/eating area offers a sofa for chats
with the cook.
Ladies Auxiliary Unit #73 will meet
lina is fortunate to have her talented friend, Holly Bloodworth, to
American Legion Ladies Auxiliary Unit *73 will meet Thursday.
help create a nature-inspired holiday theme that complements the Dec. 2, at 7 p.m. at the Legion Veterans' Hall.
310 Bee Creek Drive
home's warm color palette. Peacock and pheasant feathers along All wives, daughters, or step-daughters
of a veteran are encouraged
with seasonal foliage signal the season throughout the home. A vin- to attend and get involved. They
will be making plans for helping
tage silver tree and snowflakes over the bed in Elizabeth's room are veterans at Christmas.
Refreshments will be served. For more infordressed in the rich colors of the bedding to add a festive touch. mation, call Unit /f73
President Townya Ritzie at 293-3145.
Soothing winter white sets the mood in the elegant dining room.
Hallmark ornaments given over the years to Elizabeth and those
Narcotics group will meet
purchased on trips give their trees special meaning.
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursday from 7-8 p.m. at
Although it's a big home, the Dunns have made it warm and cozy
St. John's Episcopal Church. For information, call 753-8419 or 1
and the perfect setting for the holidays.
(877)447-2004.
A Merry Christmas has truly come to these three homes.

Angels Attic to hold bazaar
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The sixth annual "Christmas
Bazaar" at Angels Attic Thrift
Shop will be Saturday, Dec. 4, at
the shop,972 Chestnut. Murray.
Available will be new or like-

new items such as clothing,
household items, cosmetics,
toys, linens and jewelry. Many
are packaged and ready to give
as gifts. All proceeds go to sup-
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PREP GIRLS BASKETBALL: MURRAY 78, REIDLAND 30

Andrus
boots first
NFL field
goals

Settling in
STARKS,
ARMSTRONG
LEAD LADY
TIGERS TO
ROUT IN OPENER

MURRAY HIGH,
MURRAY STATE
ALUM GOES
2-FOR-4 IN 49ERS
VICTORY
Staff Roped
Shane Andrus connected on
two of four field goals and
booted three extra points in the
San Francisco. 49ers' 27-6 victory over the Arizona Cardinals
Monday night.
The two kicks were the first
converted field goals in the
NFL career of Andrus. an alumnus of Murray High and
Murray State.
He has played in seven
games with three different
teams over the past two seasons
and is a perfect 13-for-13 on
extra points. but until Monday,
had gone 0-for-1 on field goals.
Andrus connected on a long
field goal of 38 yards with a little over two minutes left in the
third quarter. The kick extended
the 49ers' lead to 24-6 and
earned Andrus some redemption after an earlier attempt
from two yards closer had been
blocked.
After the block, the 49ers
forced the Cardinals three-andout. got the ball back at their
own 36 and drove down to set
up Andrus again.
His first attempt of the night
came in the first quarter from
47 yards out, which he pushed
wide right. His second was
blocked. But Andrus finished
strong. connecting on the 38yarder in the third quarter and
booting a 26-yarder through the
uprights in the fourth.
Andrus signed with the
49ers on Nov. 17 to sub for the
injured Joe Nedney. He had
been released front the team on
Sept. 3.
For more than two months.
he was working out in Murray
waiting for a team to call.

RICKY MARTIN

COVINGTON
LEADS TIGERS
WITH 18 PorsTs
NASHVILLE. Tenn. (AP)
- Mick Hedgepeth scored 15
points and Belmont cruised to
an 87-72 win over Tennessee
State on Monday night.
Belmont (4-1) led 49-23 at
halftime as kJ. Mann scored all
13 of his points before the
break and Scott Saunders
chipped in 12 of his final 14.
Iledgepeth had 11 points in
the second half, with Kerron
Johnson scoring six of his 11 in
the final period as the Bruins
maintained a cushion of at least
I I points.
Trailing 77-57 with 4:33
left. the Tigers (1-4) used an
11-2 run to make it 79-68 with
2:25 to go, but could get no
closer.
Belmont shot 26 for 27 from
the free-throw line (96.3 percent) and 25 for 49 front the
field (51 percent; while
Tennessee State shot 17 of 18
from the line (94.4 percent) and
23 of 43 front the field t43.4
percent).
Robert Covington led the
Tigers with 18 points, Kenny
Moore and Wil Peters had 15
each and Patrick Miller had 14.
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(TOP) Murray junior guard
Haley Armstrong drives to
the basket during the Lady
Tigers'
season-opening
win Monday over Reidiand
at
Tiger
Gymnasium.
Defending on the play for
Reidland
are
juniors
Christina Winsett (22) and
Jasmine Matcher (30).
(LEFT) Murray sophomore
Allyson
Futrell
battles
Reidland freshman Katie
Goss for this loose ball
during Monday's game.

OVC BASKE fB AIL

Belmont
cruises
past
Tenn. State

KEN I CKY
BASKETBALL

Wildcats
look to
move past
Maui
thumping

By VALI. GRAVES
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON. Ky. IAPt —
Kentucky coach John Calipari
By RICKY MARTIN
warned his players this season
Assistant Sports Editor
Plagued by injuries since the wouldn't be like last year, that
opening day of practice on Oct. this group of Wildcats would be
15. Rechelle Turner's squad tested early and the odds of winhad only two practices with the ning their first 19 games as they
entire
rotation
entering did last winter were slim.
It took one solid punch in the
Monday's opening night tilt
mouth from Connecticut to
with Reidland.
Early en, it was easy to see prove him right.
Kentucky was humbled by
the Lady Tigers had not spent
much time on the hardwood the surging Huskies in the finals
together. hut by the end of the of the Maui Invitational, losing
night, the defending First 84-67 in a game that wasn't as
Region champions had estab- close as the final would indilished a rout. defeating the cate.
UConn pounced on the
Lady' Greyhounds 78-30.
early.
exposing
"1 thought it was pretty obvi- Wildcats
ous early on that we haven't Kentucky s lack of inside depth
practiced much together." once freshman Terrence Jones
Turner said. "The chemistry went to the bench with foul
was kind of off, and we may trouble and harassing the youthhave been a little too exicted ful Wildcats into a series of misand we shot a little bit too fast. cues to thwart any hope of a
tried to make passes that comeback.
Calipari called his team
weren't necessarily there, but
then once we got settled in and -selfish" in the aftermath. Given
started making shots and started a few days to think about it, his
getting our transition game players didn't exactly disagree.
"Everybody was trying to get
going, I felt like it went pretty
their own." said guard DeAndre
well."
Reidland struck first on a Liggins. "We've just got to
three-pointer by junior Erica learn to talk more and play' with
Howard and held pace with each other more."
Liggins acknowledged the
Murray High five rninutes into
the ballgame, but the Lady' Wildcats were tired playing
Tigers used a 14-5 run to close their third game in three days.
the first quarter with a 24-13 'They certainly looked like it
when the Huskies zoomed to a
lead, and the rout was on.•
halftime
Reidland would not score in 21-point
lead.
double digits in any quarter Kentucky's interior defense collapsed when Jones trudged to
after that.
The second quarter was all the bench after picking up his
Murray High, as the Lady second foul with nine minutes
Tigers held Reidland to just to play in the half.
The Wildcats only trailed by
four points. while pouring in 24
of their own and taking a 48-17 seven when Jones walked oft
lead into the locker room the floor. By the time he
behind a 38-9 run to end the returned, they were buried.
Senior center Josh Harrellson
frame.
The Lady Tigers still weren't blamed the breakdown on a lack
of communication.
done, however.
"We gave a lot of easy basAfter the break. the Lady
Tigers came out firing. and kets up without anybody helpoutscored Reidland 30-13 over ing each other out, but we also
the final two periods to close didn't find each other on
offense," Harrel(son
out the game.
said.
"You always want that first ''When everybody was open.
we'd try to fight through three
See LADY TIGERS,6A
guys."
Kentucky shot just 36 percent and had only' nine assists on
22 field goals against the
Huskies. It's not exactly the
kind of ball movement Caliph

PREP BOYS BASKETBALL: REIDLAND 48, MURRAY 39

Out of
gas

•See

Tonight
Boston University at
Kentucky
When: 6 p m
Where: Rupp Arena
TV. Fox Sports South
Radio: WCBL. 99 1 FM
Records: BU 4-3 (0-0. Amenca Ea:,11
UK 4-1 10-0 SEC1

SHORT BENCH, FREE-THROW
WOES LEAVE TIGERS ON
LOSING SIDE OF OPENER
By RICKY MARTIN
Assistant Sports Editor
Entering this season. Murray' High head ccach Ron
Greene knew his team's depth could be an issue.
On Monday night. in their season opener against
Reidland, Greene saw the impact of his team's lack of
bodies as the Greyhounds outscored the Tigers 17-11 in
the fourth quarter to claim a 48-39 victory.
"We needed some Shell there," Greene said. "Some
premium gasoline down the stretch. hut we will get better.
"We didn't look completely out of sync. We ran out ot
gas and we got awfully tired there near the last ten minutes of the ball game."
The Tigers used only six players during the course of
the game and only five down the stretch after senior
guard Marte Foster fouled out on blocking call midway
through the fourth quarter.
The depth. however. was not the biggest problem for
Murray on Monday night.
The Tigers went just 2-for- I I from the free throw line
and missed several baskets under the rim in transition and
in the half court.
•See TIGERS, 6A

WILDCATS.6A

Calipari's
mother dies
following
cancer fight

RICKY MARTIN

Ledger A. Times

Murray junior guard Kendall Deese fires this shot as Reidland
sophomore Clayton Ali goes for the block during Monday night's
game at Tiger Gymnasium.

LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky coach John Caliph's
inother, Donna, died Sunday' in
Charlotte, N.C.. following a
long battle with cancer. She was
74.
Calipari announced in the
spring she was battling the disease and had made frequent trips
to visit her over the last several
months.
lipan thanked Kentucky
fans Monday tOr their prayers
and asked for privacy. Nleinonal
plans were not immediately
available.
School spokesman DeWayne
Pccv •••;1 • Catitian is expected
to be on the sidelines Tuestlay
whcn the 10th-ranked Wildcats
(4-1) host Boston Universitv at
Rupp Arena.
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night, and with Shelby Crouch
and Sian House patrolling the
want to get that under your belt, paint, there was little room for
I think it's always important, the Lady Greyhounds to peneespecially at home, to do some trate.
good things and get the crowd
think we have the poteninto it and make them want to tial to be a very good defensive
come back and watch you team." Turner said. "Amanda
again, and 1 feel like we were Winchester is one of the best
able to do that."
defensive players in the region,
If Murray High fans enjoy and she kind of heads our
suffocating defense and a high- defense, and I feel like our
powered, balanced offense. other kids are smart defensively
then the Lady Tigers should too and they get into the passhave little trouble putting peo- ing lanes and make plays.
ple in the bleachers at Tiger
"Anti then we've got Shelby
Gymnasium.
and Sian inside that are very
The Lady Tigers held physical and can alter shots, so
Reidland to just 24 percent we have the potential, and that's
shooting on the night and our goal, but we definitely have
caused nightmares for every some things to work on."
L,ady Greyhound either around
One of the major focal
the perimeter or on the interior. points for Murray High has
The trio of Murray High been turning their defense into
guards — Haley Armstrong. baskets.
Janssen Starks and Amanda
The Lady Tigers can get out
Winchester — kept pressure on and run with any team in the
the Reidland ballhandlers all First Region, and their defense
can often provide a spark,

win,- Turner said. "You always
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SCOREBOARD
First Region Boys Basketball
Monday
[
Fulton Co 72. Christian Fellowship 20
Livingston Central 51, Hickman C,o. 47
Reidlancl 48, Murray 39
Today
Fution Crty at Murray, 6 p m
Reidland al Dawson Springs. 7 30 p m
Paducah Tilghman at Fulton Co . 710
p in
Webster Co at L01143 Oak, 7 30 p.m
St Mary at Carlisle Co . 7:45 p.m.
First Region Glrls Basketball
Monday
Murray 78, Reidland 30
Mayfield 76 FuNon City 24
Today
St Mary at Carlisle Co , 6 p m
Heath at Graves Co . 7 15 p.m
Paducah Tilghman a! Calloway
7 30 p m
Lone Oak at Hickman Co 7 30 p rn.
OVC Basketball
Monday
Belmont 87. Tennessee St 72
State Basketbali
Today
Boston U. at Kentucky, 6 p m.(Fox
Sports South)
National Football League
All Times CST
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
Enst
W
L T Pc1
New England
9 2 0 818
N Y Jets
9
2 0 816
Miaini
6 5 0 545
Buffalo
2 9 0 182
South
W
L T Pct
Indianapolis
6 5 0 545
Jacksonville
6 5 0 545
Houston
5 6 0 455
Tennessee
5 6 0 455
North
W
L T Pet
6 3 0 727
PMsburgh
8 3 0 727
Cleveland
4
7 0 364
Cmcinnati
2 9 0 182
West
W
L T Pct
Kansas City
7 4 0 636
San Diego
6 5 0 .545
Dakiand
5 6 0 .455
Denver
3 8 0 .273
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W
L T Pct
7
N
Giants
4 0 636
Philadelphia
7
4 0 636
Washingtor,
5 6 0 455
3 6 0 273

Atlanta
New Orleans
Tampa Bay
Carolina

Chicago
Green Bay
Minnesota
Detroit

Seattle
SI Louis
San Frandsen
Anzona

South
W
L
9 2
8 3
7
4
1 10
North
W
L
8 3
7 4
4
7
2 9
West
L
W
5 6
5 6
4
7
3 8

T
0
0
0
0

Pct
818
727
636
091

T
0
0
0
0

Pct
727
6.36
364
182

T
0
0
0
0

Pct
455
455
364
273

Thursday's Games
New England 45 Detroit 24
New Orleans 30. Dalias
N 'Y Jets 26, C:ricinnati 1C
Sunday Games
Houston 20, Tennessee 0
Atlanta 20. Green Bay 17
Mtnnesota 17, Washington 13
N Y Giants 24, Jacksonville 20
Pittsburgh 19. Buffalo 16, OT
Cleveland 24, Carolina 23
Kansas City 42, Seattle 24
Miami 33 Oakland 17
St Louts 36. Denver 33
Chicago 31. Philadelphia 26
Baltimore 17, Tampa Bay 10
San Diego 36, Indianapolis 14
Monday's Game
San Francisco 27 Arizona 6
Thursday, Dec. 2
Houston at Philadelphia 7 20 p rn
Sunday, Dec.
San Frnncisco at Green Bay, noon
Denver at Kansas City, noon
Buffalo at Minnesota, noon
Jacksonville at Tennessee. noon
Cleveland at Miami. noon
Chicago at Detroit. noon
Washington at N Y Giants. noon
New ()deans at Cincinnati, noon
Oakland at San Diego. 3:05 p m
Carolina at Seattle, 3 15 p m.
St Louts at Arizona. 3:15 p m
Atlanta at Tampa Bay. 3.15 p.m.
Dallas at Indianapolis, 3:15 p.m.
Pittsburgh at Baltimore, 7:20 p.m
Monday, Dec.6
N.Y Jets at New England, 7 30 p.m.

TITANS FOOTBALL

Tennessee still trying to
figure out how to end skid
NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP)—
The only fight Tennessee
showed against the Texans came
when
Cortland
Finnegan
squared off with Andre Johnson.
The Titans have lost four
stsaight after being shut out 20-0
in Houston, raising bad memories of last season's 0-6 start that
ended with a 59-0 loss in New
England. The offense now ranks
among the NFL's worst, and
even Chris Johnson had the least
productive game of his career.

Yet the Titans (5-6) are just a
game back of Indianapolis and
Jacksonville in the AFC South,
and the Jaguars (6-5) visit
Sunday followed by the Colts a
week later.
"People have to step up, we
have to do more," coach Jeff
Fisher said 111onday. "I'm not
concerned about anybody not
buying into what we're doing or
doing the right things or believing that we still have a chance,"
coach Jeff Fisher said Monday.

find itself. Five of the nine players who saw action against the
Huskies are in their first year
with the program.
"We just didn't know how to
handle it out there," Harrellson
said. "I guess we didn't have the
leadership we needed. We didn't
have the go-to guys last year
that when something broke
down they could get us back on
track. We're just going to learn
from it and develop as teammates."

Tigers.
tvlurray High will now have
three days of practice before
heading to Martin (Tenn.)
Westview for a matchup with
two-time defending Tennessee
Nashville
state champion
Ensworth.
"It's going to take us a while
to get that chemistry. because
when you miss all that practice
time together, I mean it makes a
big difference." Turner said.
"Unfortunately, we don't have
very long to work on that,
because the schedule gets
extremely tough starting Friday
night."
Bedlam)
Murray High

From Page 5A
Those mistakes, Greene said.
were what cost the Tigers a shot
at a win near the end.
"We didn't play. great,"
Greene said. "But we played
well enough had we not gone 2for-I I and made the lay-ups
there, it may have gone down to
the wire there and could have
gone either way."
The bright spot for the Tigers
was their effort, especially
defensively.
Junior Kendall De•sse put
Murray on the board first before
stifling defense from both
teams created nearly a fourminute scoring drought that was
broken by a three-point play
from Reidland's Jared Burnett,
who was the game's leading
scorer with 21 points.
The Tigers fell behind and
trailed a majority of the first
half, but the Reidland lead
never got larger than four, and
the Tigers relied on their defensive pressure and transition
offense to re-claim the lead 1918 at halftime.
Entering the locker room,
Greene said he had nothing but
encouraging words for his
team's first-half effort on
defense.
"I told them they had played
a half, and held them to 18
points." he said. "I told them we
had to be ready to do that same
thing again in the second half.

"They wanted to go man-toman some, and we did, but vve
hadn't had as much time to
work on that as we needed, and
we had some weaknesses and
some very critical mistakes
show up."
Those mistakes for Murray.
High were primarily on the help
side defensively, as Burnett
took the game over for
Reidland in the second half,
driving to the basket and drawing contact on what seemed like
every other Greyhound possession.
Deese led the way for the
'Tigers with 14 points, whfle
Foster had nine when he went to
the bench with 3:48 left in the
game after picking up his fifth
foul.
"I thought Kendall played a
really good game overall,Greene said.
think he got
tired there late, and then he
sprained his ankle there late, but
he's tough and he played well. I
think Nlarte can play better and
I think we can all play better
and we will."
Cedric Cherry had six points
for the Tigers while Daniel
Nesbitt added five off the
bench.
Torrence Williams had three
and Andre Phillips added two
points for the Tigers.
Even with the loss. Greene
had nothing but praise for his
team after the game, acknowl-

Reidland
Murray FIgu

9
8

7
8

Reidiand (0-1) — Hayden 9, Goss 5
Matchen 4, Powers 4 Howard 3.
Davidson 2 Winsett 2 Kline 1
FG: 10-41 3-pt.: 3-6 FT: 7-12

KIDS
EAT
FREE

13 17 - 48
9 11 - 39

Murray Nigh (0-1) — Deese 14. FOSTer
9 Chem 6, Nesbitt 5, Williams 3
Phillips 2
FG: 16-48 3-pt : 5-23 FT: 2-11
Turnovers: 13

w/AduIt Purchase

Reldtand (1-0) — Burnett 21, Ware 12
Ali 6, Pierson 5, Weir 2, Patel 1, Win
FG: 18.34 FT: 10-22

SUNDAY!

CANTERBURY HOME

11
FREE 1
,i
:APPETIZER
11
1
1
11 with Entree 11
I

REAL PROPERTY PROFESSIONALS

I

realty
team

1 1 1 I -cord Drive, NIurray, KY 42071
This beautiful 4 bedroom and 2 bath home in
Canterbury' Estates has many recent updates that
make this a great home; ncw 30 yr. roof in 2005.
kitchen remodel in 2007. screen porch in 2009,
remodeled bathroom in 2007. new carpet in 2010
and new tile in 2007. Must see to appreciate.
S159,000

I Purchase
I
I
I

Sec ale house and many more
at www.sbgproperty.com

We're Just
A Phone Call Away!

North • Murray, KY 42071

(270) 761-REST (7378)
theretreatofmurray.com

a

(270) 762-0022

Make your home a Healtider Place to live! Our Services:
PEST CONTROL:

Termite Service

DO YOttl AIR OLICTSIOGaL.KE

Senial oilers the ales! termne

Actual
Air Duct

treatment technology for your home

Photos

Home Repair
Serval offers a vast range of repair

sorutions tor your home

We 5x squeaky floors level floors & more
CALL FOR A QUOTE.

1710 C I-Ny. 121

1
1

SHOPPES OF MURRAY

HOME REPAIR:

Order YOUPS Today!

t
I

Dine-in Only
NO1 Aid with any other otter.

270.753.9999

Cali for FREE msoection

We now have Christmas Gift Baskets filled
with Gift Cards, Relaxation Products,
Aromatherapy & more.
With a variety of sizes & price ranges, we have
something for everyone.

I

s

TERMITES:

Give the
Gift ofRelaxation!

4
7 6 - 30
24 13 17 - 78

Murray High (1-0) — Armstrong 20,
Starks 20, VVinchester 9, Deileman 6.
House 6, MeAlpin 5, Crouch 3, Lamb 3
FG: 19-64 3-pt.: 12-34. FT: 11-16
Turnovers, 9

edging their mistakes, but congratulating them on their effort,
having only spent three or four
practices together all year.
"The thine I was most proud
of, was that we had really good
effort," he said. "1 thought we
had good intensity right down
there to the end, and that's what
I told them after the game,'You
play hard, and we get better as a
team, and we will have some
fun along the way.—
The Tigers will have a quick
turnaround from last night as
they welcome Fulton City into
Tiger Gymnasium tonight for a
6 p.m. tip-off, then get a few
days off before opening up district play on Dec. 6 against
Community Christian.
"I thought our guys worked
hard," Greene said. "I am disappointed, but not discouraged,
not at all. We have a ways to go,
but we will play again (tonight),
and then we will have two or
three days where we can practice a little bit and hopefully
every day we practice we get a
little bit better."

Rd your home from ants 5eas .oaches silverfish
and °Meg crawers

For the person
who
has everythuig...

13
24

•Tigers

Wildcats
From Page 5A
is looking for, even in the dribble-drive offense, which is
designed for players to break
down their man one-on-one.
The bigger problem, at least
fol now, was the lack of resolve
the Wildcats showed. They
never got closer than 13 in the
second half. Facing adversity
for the first time, Kentucky
looked a step slow.
Harrellson called it a byproduct of a young team trying to

enough to ignite their offense
for big runs, something they did
with frequency Monday night.
"I feel like we are a pretty
good transition team." Turner
said. "And if we can turn our
defense into offense then that is
going to help us score even
more points throughout the
year."
Because of their defensive
effort against Reidland, the
Lady Tigers' points came in
bunches.
Armstrong and Starks led
the way with 20 points each,
with Starks shooting 50 percent
from the field, connecting on
seven of her 14 shot attempts.
Winchester added nine,
while House added six points,
all in the second half.
The Lady Tigers also got
good production off their
bench. with Lauren Dieleman
scoring six and Abby McAlpin
pitching in five.
Crouch and Brittany Lamb
each added three for the Lady

Murray:
270.753.6433

We Specialize la: MOld &
Fungus Treatments Moisture
Barners, Founaation Vents, Foong
Sagging Floors. AddIng or
Replacrig Support Beams Floc'
joists & Sill Fla!eS

MOLD AND FUNGUS:
Let us nd your home of these dangerous spores
Your home could make you sick

SEAMLESS GUTTERS:
We install 5' 6" and 7 seamless gutters

Pest Control

DUCT CLEANING:

Breathe eas.er we remove dIrf debris mold and
Benton:
mildew Morn your duct system
270.527.0406 r INSULATION: New construction and

Mayfield:

270.251.0890
Paducah:

270-441-0016

existing homes, Quit losing 40% of your heat
and air through your attic. floors and walls

Receive a tax credit while reducing your
energy bill by as much as 40%!

Servall offers the latest in integrated
..
Of Nfi
OUR Arit 0,,CrS rC
•$,S,
VAgE NEM LOOX
lie* Sew< at 5(104//
AIR DUCT CLEANING
can reduce the levels of dirt
and debris, mold, pollen
dint miles.
It will also improve the
efficiency of your NVAC system.

ITE 8. pesT coNi I :ur Home Office:
939 St. Rt. 121 N.
urray, Kentucky
TRoi
IERM
WE WANT EVERYBODY'S BUSINESS!

100
"
SATISFACTION
GUARIMIIEEN.

pest management systems

Gutters
Serval offers respoenhal and
commerce! seamless aluminum

gutters

No appreciate
your bugloss!
All Work WO Guaranteed!
All Tacks Licensed & Insured
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www.murrayledgee.com

e-mait: ktough@murraytedger.coro

Photo provided

Murray Elementary launched its first NOM Morning on Friday, Nov. 5 with a large
crowd in attendance. The iMOM Morning event is a monthly program that supports mothers
and their kids coming together for breakfast and discussing relevant topics that build family
relationships and support SUCCESS in education

iMOM:

Photo prowled

CAPITOL TOUR: Thirty-four members of the Calloway High School FBLA Chapter recently
visited Washington, D.C. for a tour of the city and a two-day leadership conferenc.e. Advisors
and students are pictured cutside the steps of the Library of Congress.

Photo providea

HARVEST MUSEUM: Holly Bloodworth's class prepares for the 1621 Harvest Feast Museum
at Murray Elementary School.

Photo provided

READERS: Destiny Stalls. Kensie Spencer, Tess Polo, Catie Morningstar. Dillian Grande, and
Tracy Sharp are shown looking up homophones in the dictionary after reading The Stories
Julian Tells in Stacey McCuiston's third grade class at Southwest Calloway Elementary School.

Fields named CCHS Rotary Student of the Month
Speciai to the Ledger

Photo provided

FRIENDSHIP LUNCH: Students in Amberly Munsey's P2 Classroom snared a "Friendship
Lunch'' last week with other P2 students. Pictured are Lucia Mitchell. Alayna Scott and Holly
Gouin dressed as pilgrim women.

Averee Fields, daughter of
Sabrina and John Hooper and a
senior at Calloway County High
School.
was
selected as the
Student of the
Month for the
Murray Rotary
Club.
Fields
made a 28 on
the ACT is in
Honors/AP
courses
and
maintains a 4.0
Fields
grade
point

akerage,
a recipient of
the Character Counts award
sophomore year.
Fields has received the sports
academic award all three years
in high school; she also received
academic achievement awards
in
Math,
Science
and
Psychology. She was the winner
of
this
year's
Football
Homecoming Queen and was
voted Most Athletic by her
peers. Fields was also named
Most Outstanding by the CCHS
faculty.
Fields participates in Pep

Club. FBLA and FCA. She is
very active in her yOuth group at
Bethel Fellowship. She is also a
member of the CCHS varsity
girls basketball team and has
been captain of that team for
three years. She has won numerous awards in basketball including MVP.Players Choice award.
and Best Defensive playei. She
has obtained a full ride scholarship to West Virginia University
where she will continue her education and basketball career.

Ohio
Casualty.
Ntistitlx.r

Division
of Home Depot

1.11x-ro Mutual c.rittir

A

We're VOL'r focal

choice for world-class insurance.

A

040144 cod
Cluiri97 /ff&lee tilauyv
a lieati`krie. &ore/

The Natural
5 Rooms

3 Rowels

si49

Spojalittniz itt t.omtnemial propertv attd L..t.ttAlt% 111,:trao.c.

No equipment to buy.
No start-up costs.
Get DIRECTV today.

Pt)
Li I '

few

PROLIftf for
Churches!

McNUTT INSURANCE, INC.

WOOD ELECTRONICS INC

•••••Ven

<03 MAPLE ST
On Me Court Square

Lakeland CheniDry
1-270-759-'1569 • 1-270-227-4601
1-800-273-5184
Visit our website at www.chem-dry.net/lakeland.ky

270-753-0530
• 14.4 I

r,s1 !

Lea e

118 South Fifth Street

270.753.4451

www.peelholland.com

The insurance you need at rates yOu can afford.

!red L!!!'it

! BeeMM SVM..111...21
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ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to uheck
ii, fest inserhon of their ads for any
error Murray Ledger A Trines wilt be
responstae for one/ one incorrect
insenion Any error should be reported immediately so correchons can
be made
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bap Wanted

DISCLAIMER
When as..essing the
-help wanted' section
on our classified,
webgrage at
inurraylcdger.cona
!,,citi will be redirected
to yobnetwork com
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will apptar on
tht, website
HOtreVer. as a national
website riot all listings
cin the phi-Kiwis-1i com
are placed through
the Murrai Ledger
& Time, Please ...ill
us it sou bise arts
question, regarding
the Munay areit
Joh list:ngs Thank you

GET THIS 'XI
AI)FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
MR. TUXEDO
Oyer.7‘.
Styles &
EMst
pre,
NEW LOCATION
3195 t21 S. ,

NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one
incorrect insertion.
Any error should be
reported immediately
so corrections can
be made.
THE Mureay Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using thrs
inlormation do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times. nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibilrty whatsoever for their
activities.
Lost and Found

The Mun-ay Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for the position of

Advertising
Sales
Representative.
Responsibilities for this posiuon include servicing established accounts. developing advertising plans and developing new. accounts in
Murray. and surrounding areas. You must enjoy
worlung with the public and be self-motivated.
Prior sales experience is required. Degree in
Advertising. Marketing. or Public Relations
preferred, but not required. Salary will be
based on education and sales expenence.

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray, KY 42071

090.
Domestic& Childcare

An Equal Opportunity Employer

I

Chrstran Woman wie
20/years experience
will sit with your loved
ones. Pay depending
on level of care. 419239-9903. 270-9788607

FOUND
Set Of KeyS or
&ma; 18th St
Call to identify
0487
270-753,
JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
-Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
GOOD used air conditioner, stove, refngerator. electric & gas
heater, storm windows
753-4109

1st, 2nd, and 3rd shifts
Customer
Service
Representative
Data Entry Cleric
Please submit your
resume to
careers@chucleones.net
V
1
si
www_chuckpnes.net
for
complete
Job
descriptions
If hired applicants must
pass a background
check and drug screen

PECO
Acteptin
.g
resumes ,
All'sales'careers
&Other positionS
Send to-

.

Boit 363.
Murray, KY
42071 .

NICE 2 bedroom no
pets 753-9866

Murray Electric System is looking to fill a
fulehme position for sales of our broadband
services. This positron will include an
exceptional benefit package including health.
dental. vision and life rnsurance, paid sick &
vacahon leave. and participatron in Kentucky
state retirement. This will be a salary plus
commission based position. This position will
require the fol!owing qualifications. highly
motivated. energetic. organized/ goal oriented,
excellent communication siolls to work with
customers. exceptional patience and listening
skills. and gorao time management.
Applications will be required and can be pocked
up at our office at 401 Olive Street, Murray, KY
M-F 7:30-4:15PM. ABSOULETLY NO PHONE
CALLS!!! Applications will be accepted through
December 17. 2010 at 4:15 PM.

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments

400 Lodge Road
Buchanan TN 38222

m

VVe are accepting applications
ON-LINE for
Food Service Assistant Mgr. 2

10 year old sorrell gelding v../ Amish tack 16H
Needs
experienced
nder 978-1717
Case tractor(801 B),
real estate lots. Will
consider trades. 7534109. 227-1546
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS has great bargains. Heart of Hazel
Trend-Nand
Treasures. Free gifts
for kids. Buy and
appraise corns. 270753-4161
HOVER -ROUND
Wheelchair.
Electric
Used 10 times in
house. Brand new conin
Located
dition,
Murray . Call cell 404313-1051

411_111.1111111111

I RR & 28R Apr,
270-753-855e
I-800-545-1833
Est 283
gust 000Ortuoly

a DUPLEX Lynn Grove

on 94W. Large. 2BR.
• 1.5 bath, garage, all
appliances 1 small
indoor pet allowed.
$675 mo. 270-2271743

Start... Murray
Ledger & Times
(270)753-1916

:111211
4
-pplianic,

K:4

F

LES
ClA•ittti1

Gultsi, Kam.
Drunte & Mrs*
Loam Any Song
You Wen*
rhay By Beet

(270)971-1tiin

LANGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

605 E South 12th St

(270)753-1713

280

*Me Noun For Rent I

ApplIsness
Pool Table Guy
29 Years Expenence
P(3/11 Tables Bougre Sold
Sennced and Moved
731 819 4655

VVe accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area. Newly
remodeled. Large deck
with great view. W/D,
refrigerator,
stove.
Very quiet. All :thirties
paid including electnc.
$600/mo plus deposit
270-492-82 r1

2007 Clayton. 16x80
313R. 2BA, vinyl siding,
like new 270-489-2525
2BR & Lot. $10,900
270-753-6012

Slabs & Sawdust 27°293-9063

22 cu ft Hot Porn
refrigerator Lg Gas
Stove- Frigidaire, used
very little 270-7615340

II 111111-11111114

The Place to

2BR, newly remodeled
inside & out. appliances. storage shed
Quiet rural setting near
a
nc
lie
l udeNso pets. $580
utilities.
Security deposit and
references. 227-0004

2BR,
1BA.
2-ca
garage. large yard, par
batty fenced. $550 plus
secwinly 978-7441
2BR. IBA, 5min North
of Murray, no pets
759-4826.
3 & 4BR Houses
Available
C/H/A.
Various
Locations.
Coleman RE 270-7539898
Furnished 50x30 shop
with 1BR. 'IBA. Irving
quarters.
Coldwater
Area or 5 acres Very
Nice
$400/month.
$400/deposrt_ 270-2937870

Fear PIA
eour eve ser-,

VISA
mos=

C4Y

Th

s"1"....11

ROLLA
MOTOR

$anta $avings

hollandnioto
278.753-

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-5C
753-7668

zci Tim us

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-62613
CeN:(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p m M-F

1850 St Rt 121S
Murray. KY 42074
270-753-5562

ilarvivs.ego.

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
enside chmate control
storage
..Securrty alarmed
iiSafe & clean
iiWe sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Coormsrlesi Prop. For Rent]

RETAIL Store in Hazel
SF
5000
+/$1000.00/month.
270-492-8211
380
Psb& Suppass
DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858
FREE TO A GOOD
HOME!
Lab
Mix
Puppies. Call 270-4892194
REGISTEFIED
Miniature Schnauzer
pups. Vet checked and
ready to go. 1-male,
$250. Call 293-0575.
Shih-Tzu
puppies
AKC. CKC, male $200270-251-0310
$300
evenings

6 Lots. Deep Wel
Septic. 270-761-5340
Room for rent in up
scale Gatesborough
home Fully furnished
Includes all utilities
$400/mo Must be tidy
417-337-3561

1BR, Lease & Deposit
No Pets! 270-753
0728, 270-994-3308

The line
most famous
distillation of
Nielsen, th.

430Real Ellin
Mu,. ledger /4 1 rrner. a,
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mein,
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. limitations or desrimina-
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sti• law. forbid discnnbrabon
- .ale. rental ix adseasing
rt Tar eqate b•Wilon factixs in
ao.i nor. to those protected
tederal law
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753-3853-

MBC Storage

hocit

law All
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',nen, inrronsed
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iHanie, euuai

10 X 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center
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Er, 1trrther assestance ,rth Fair
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Adtiirinon,t. reyuirr
men,.
' unwl
Sid
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new+ gammon

309 Woodlawn 3BR
2BA.
decor
new
$79,900. 474-2520.

SUBSCRIBE

BRAND new 3BR 2BA
2 Car garage. Custom
home
Brick
in
Briarcrest Subdivision.
Hardwood
Floors,
Formal dining, custom
cabinets, open floor
plan with lots of natural
light Approx. 1800 SF
Living. Call for your
private showing 270753-2905.

(
Subscribe to the
RRAY

LEDGER&TIMES
I Home Deliver,'
Local Mail
it slt,,,strr
I 3 mo.
S30.00
3
mo.
$35.00
I 6 mo..
.$35.00
$63-00
I I
$105.00 6 mo.
I yr.
$110.00
1

REDUCED. Priced for
quick sale. New energy
efficreet, 3BR. 2BA 2car garage. 2,240 sq
ft cathedral ceilings.
concrete
driveway.
large lot No city taxes
Lots of energy rebates
210-3781, 559-2032.

Rest of KY/TN 1
i P1,1,11 & litt.holso

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
$75.00
$70.50 1 3 mo.
$% 00
$9•3 00 6 ino
$120.00
$145.00
I Yr"

1 3 mo
1 6 me
1

I V

II
Cheek

Money Order

Visa

Name

e

I St Address

Free Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come - First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

e City
.

I
-1 State _

Zh

Daytime Ph
Mail the. coupon v. rth pasnient
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call 12701 753-1916

all along.

Pica!
By JAMEY N
Associated PN
PARIS (Al

M-2994

460
Roans For Sob

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield F,states.
BG Real Propert3
Professionals
293-7872

Drebin in "1
comedies, die
Fort Lauderda
The Canad:
complications
at a hospital n
rounded by hi
and friends,
Kelly said in a
Critics ail
Nielsen went
was being cas
Nielsen disagr
dy Wit• what I

A I ze n ts
24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

Ake, it
;inn, t
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"Forbidden I'
Poseidon Ad,
bumbling
C

NEOP1 BEACH
MINI STORAGE4

,

J&L RENTALS
MESI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Corner or I211 & Glendale.
10X10 $2.5 10sI5 $40
1270) 436-2524
(270i 293-6906

LOS AN1
Despite decai
sober comma
captains, Lest
that he was
comedy'. He
career's secort
"Surely yoi
an airline pi
Nielsen in "A
hit that turne
dramatic lead;
star.
"I am s,
replies. "Ant

Call Ashley Morris or
Carrie Stephehsopi at
270-753-1916

360

KEY. MINI
WAREHOUSES

We Fin

Get a 2x2 two
weeks for 4150

VERY nice 3BR with
garage. C/H/A, and
appliances Coleman
RE
753-9898

1505 Diuguid Drise

oisssioassmississirr
"
•Pans Landing State Park Inn •

•

Purchase Te
Deposita of $5

Mouses For Bent

ist Full Mo. Rent Free

Rentals
• Applicants must possess a minimum • GARLAND
• of 5 years full-time volume food ser- • presently has two bedroom apartments avail• vice work
Buying d Selling
including at least 2 years
able
Call for your
-a
old U.S. Coins.
of supervisory experience Expen- • appointment
today
Collections &
catering
ence
and
in
banquets.
•
270-753-2905..
Currency Silver
•
Restaurant higmt a must
dollars halves.
• Extremely nice one
•
bedroom in Hazel. We
quarters, dimes
$2198-$3516/month
•
•
pay the electric bill,
gold coins. proof
medical
insurance
annual
paid
•
water, trash, and fursets & mints sets
• nish all
days & holidays
•
appliances
Randy Brandon
•
including washer &
•
293-6999
oniy
ON-LINE
Apply
dryer. Only $550/mo.
•
Now until December 8 2010 at • You won't find a nicer
•
150
or cleaner apartment!
http://tn.goviclohr/
Articles
• (270)492-8211
employmenticareer.html
For Sale
•
NOW LEASING
1989-1994
JW • :The Slate of Tennessee is an
• equal opportunity egnal.a.ccess
1, 2 & 3bedroorti Apts.
Longaberger baskets

RICH top soil, red gravel for sale. 210-3781,
559-2032.
,

3 BR $295 00
2BR $295 00
753-6012

1 OR 2br ems nea
downtown
Murray_
Lease and deposi
required. 753-4109.
1BIR. price reduced,
various
locations.
Coleman RE 7539896.
1BR, unfurnished near
campus, no pets, nonsmoking unit, $260 per
month 753-5980
2BR, 1BA, water, trash
included.. $425/mo
270-719-1654
2BR, 01-1/A, all appliances, large master
bedroom, deck, & lawn
maintenance. Coleman
RE 270-753-9898
4BR, CM/A all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898.

aftirrnalive action ernbloyer •

Jones
C.A
Management Group is
accepting applications
for the following positrons for a temporary
assignment
Positions available on

280
%lobe, Wows For Real

Murray Electric System
Position: Sales Professional

Honest Single Morn
needs work Will sit
with
elderly,
run
errands. diatysis 270873-2051 or 227-753?
RETIRED MILITARY
SPOUSE
SEEKING
HOUSES TO CLEAN
270-227-4502

CclaVlibrs
MDM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs.Upgrades
759.3556

.

Paid holidays and v.acation, health and dental
plans, salary plus commission. are all part of
an excellent benefit package.

X-Ray Tech needed
or will train quaided
person. Please
call
270-759-1116

Wel* But
FOUND 2 Compound
Bows Call me and give
exact description 270293-0649

.ate

Miabile.Home
Lot 3 t,hiles
NortM.01 Murray
ease & deposit
required
*Call 759-12434
after 7 00pm

ADVER'FISING SALES

'753-9038

Tonnes
Industrial
Farm La
In Tracts
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11°11ce
***CUSTOM B801-**
Shoulders. Turkeys &
Wild Game 270-73309
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Ashley Morris or Carrie Stephenson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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Outstandkig Leattlon & Potential
Thurs., Dec. 9th, At 6:00 P.M.
Sler Cal Ild - Illefertans Rd - SW/eases LA
Colleen :-. City, Kentuck y
F rom The Jct Of Hwy 62 And The Purchase
Parkway. Take Hwy 62 West 2 5 Miles To Hwy
1523 Tum North. Proceed 2 8 Miles To Shar
Cal Road. Proceed V.est 2 Miles'

—FOAM
---

4316-1 Et ACRES
In 10 Tracts & Combinations
At The Calvert Industrial Area
Tennessee Myer Frontage
Industrial Development Potential
Farm Laical - Tbultor - Hunting
In Tracts Of 10 Awes To 123 Acres

10 IA

— Nut 101A
— kal2p.m.
— lei 10 Am.
— Thu 101.m

Purchase Tonna 15% Down. Minh A ta.ntmum
Depostit uf 1500000
Tract Balance :40 Days

Per
Plat And Mora

— Thur. 12 p.m.

ForDafaIla
war NV aole_Jatirssisss•-tcassip _ ccom
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VISA
maw
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AUCTONESP b KAL ESTATE MEP i gth
FANCY FAN. KY. 270-623-8466 RiLi,

"
:,f,

"The Selling Machlne- . -

Used Cars

. HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
hpllandrriotorsales com
279.753-4461 •

•

530
Sirius Cease

re-mmr-tior,r•

LAND AUCTION

N_ES

• 46114
LAWN SERVICE

Mowing, Manicuring

.Landscaping
Leal Vacuuming
Satisfaction gitarantee.

753-1816 VI-061

IfOt R AD
COISLD •E
HERE FOIR
ONLY S7S.00
A MoNTH
CALL 7S3-1916

Hill ZWctric
SI114-C 19146

24 nowt myna
Res . Com., & Ind
ensed & Insured
II iohs - hag or sm,, I

753-9502
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
.7,ut garages gutters.
iunk & tree work
A-1 Lamb s
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ADAMS Homa
Improvement
Addivons %modeling
Roofing, Vinyl Sockng
Laminate
Fioors,
Repairs, workers comp
insured
227 2617
\,̀11'
MAN \I.r \11 \I
:•
p,kupI. lot di;N

ore,Jieki

1759-1151 •293-2783
293-2784

ANDRUS Excavating
ana Septic Systems
Dozer back hoe and
track

hoe

work

NIIN.111-1111.1‘11.41.er 'ON
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LOS ANGELES (AP) Despite decades spent playing
sober commanders and serious
captains, Leslie Nielsen insisted
that he was always made for
comedy. He proved it in his
career's second act.
"Surely you can't be serious."
an airline passenger says to
Nielsen in "Airplane!" the 1980
hit that turned the actor from
dramatic leading man to comic
star.
"1 am serious," Nielsen
replies. "And don't call me
Shirley."
The line was probably his
most famous — and a perfect
distillation of his career.
Nielsen. the dramatic lead in
"Forbidden Planet" and "The
Poseidon Adventure" and the
bumbling
detective
Frank
Drebin in "The Nakcd Gun"
comedies. ctied on Sunday in
Fort Lauderdale. Fla. He was 84.
The Canada native died from
complications from pneumonia
at a hospital near his home, surrounded by his wife, Barbaree.
and fnends, his agent John S.
Kelly said in a statement.
Critics argued that when
Nielsen went into comedy he
was being cast against type. but
Nielsen disagreed, saying comedy was whai he intended to do
all along.

X 20
:ricity
ice
St.

Appliance
Repair
At I, BRANDS

credit canis acceptec
978-0404

& CarL,"

0 BRYAN TREE
& DEBRIS
Locally_owned
• and operSkitc1
•Free Estanates
• Lic 8,4 Ins
270-703-1021
270-703-4005
Johhny O'Bryan

Over 25 years
Dori. Murray are,
519-8570
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service Free estimates Phone 4362562, 227-0267

Ward Owl
270 753-1

Hamilton
4z Mail I.
.3301 St. lin .12101
753-8087
I. • •

LAWN Care ..er,,,ze
rates. CHASE Futrell LawnReasonable
starting at 515 270- Cara 8yrs exp 293753-2405
8814

APPLIANCE REPAIR
& PARTS
(270) 293-8726 CR
759-5534
Chuck Van Eltiren
SERVICE

Handyman yVork
:
•

SUDOKU
Sudatu

Jaroh
270-9784476
2 70 11 7
•

LEARN TO FLY
.n Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
*nigh' Review
•Discovery Flight
(270)925-5387

THE Murray Ledger S.
Times consiaers its
sources retiable. but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
informatton do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times. nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities
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"I've finally found my home
— as Lt. Frank Drebin." he told
'The Associated Press in a 1988
interview.
Comic actor Russell Brand
took to Twitter to pay tribute to
Nielsen. playing off his famous
line: "RIP Leslie Nielsen.
Shirley. he will be missed."
Nielsen came to Holly:wood
in the mid-1950s aftes performing in 150 live television dramas
in New York. With a craggily
handsome face, blond hair and
6-foot-2 height. he .seerned ideal
for a movie leading man.
Nielsen first performed as the
Icing of France in the Pararnount
operetta "The Vagabond King"
with Kathryn Grayson.
Leslie Nielsen
The film -- he called it "The
released in 1980 and became a
Vagabond Turkey," — flopped.
huge hit.
but MGM signed him to a
As the doctor aboard a plane
seven-year contract.
in which the pilots, and some of
His first film for that studio
the passengers. become violentwas auspicious -- as the space
ly
Nielsen says they must get
ship commander in the science
to a hospital right away.
fiction
classic 'Forbidden
"A hospital? What is it?" a
Planet." He found his best draflight attendant asks, inquiring
matic role as the captain of an
about the iiiness.
overturned ocean liner in the
"It's a big building with
972 disaster movie. "The
patients, but that's not important
Poseidon Adventure.'
right now," Nielsen deadpans.
Behind the camera, the seriIt was the beginning of a
ous actor was a well-known
whole new career in comedy.
prankster. That was an aspect of
Nielsen would go on to appear
his personality nev:er exploited,
in
such
comedies
as
however, until "Airplane!" was

Picasso trove turns up in France
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'Airplane, °Forbidden Planet' actor Leslie Nielsen dead at 84
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By JAMEY KEATEN
Associated Press
PARIS AP)
A retired
French electrician and his wife
have come forward with 271
undocumented, never-beforeseen works by Pablo Picasso
estimated to be worth at least 60
million euros (S79.35 million).
an administrator of the artist's
estate said Monday.
The electrician. who once
worked for Picasso. and his wife
for years squirreled away the
staggering trove — which is
believed to be authentic —
inside a trunk in the garage of
their home on the French
Riviera.
The cache. dating from the
artist's most creative period
from 1900 to 1932, includes
lithographs, portraits, watercolors, and sketches — plus nine
Cubist collages said to be worth
40 million euros alone, according to French daily Liberation,
which first reported Monday on
the discovery.
Pierre Le Guennec. 71-yearold former electrician, and his
wife showed many of the works
to Picasso's son Claude and
other estate administrators in
Pans in September. seeking to
hase the works authenticated.
Picasso Administration lawyer
Jean-Jacques Neuer.
Shortly after that meeting.
Neuer filed suit on behalf of
Picasso's heirs for alleged illegal receipt of the works. Police
investigators are looking into

hov. Le Guennec and his wife,
Danielle, came by the pictures.
"This was a gift," Danielle Le
Guennec told The Associated
Press by phone from their home
in the town of Mouans-Sartoux.
near the tourist Riviera hotspot
of Antibes. "We aren't thieves.
We didn't do anything wrong."
She said the couple decided to
come fonvard with the works
this year because they were getting on in years, and "didn't
want to leave any headaches to
our children" with their own
estate. Her husband had undergone a cancer treatment operation in March. she said.
The works, which were kept in
a trunk. didn't appear to be
much to her untrained eye. she
said: "But even if this was a little jot of the pencil, it did come
from the master...
"These aren't tableaus like the
ones sold in America."
Claude Picasso. quoted in
Liberation. noted that his father
was known for his generosity —
hut that he always dedicated.
dated and signed his gifts. as he
knew that some recipients might
try to sell the works one day.
"To give away such a large
quantity. that's unheard-of. It
doesn't hold water." Claude
Picasso
was
quoted
in
Liberation as saying. "'This was
part of his life."
Danielle Le Guennec said the
couple didn't intend to sell the
art.
To sonie. the emergence of the

works by the 20th century's
most renowned artist is akin to
opening a time capsule, or a discovery on par with the recent
publication of Mark Twain's
100-year-dormant autobiography.
"Claude Picasso was astounded. He couldn't believe his
eyes," said Neuer. "Just about
everybody has felt that way ...
when you have 271 Picasso
works that were never seen.
never inventoried — that's just
unprecedented."
The couple first contacted the
Picasso Administration, the
Pans-based agency that manages the artist's estate. by mail
in January. seeking to have the
works certified as authentic.
Neuer said.
Le Guennec then sent a series
of packages with photos of the
vvorks to the administrators. but
the images were too poor to
judge — and they didn't tum up
in reference books anyway — so
the couple traveled to the
administration's office with
most of the trove in September.
The administrators, who pored
over the works for about three
hours, considered that the works
might be fakes. But they eventually ruled out that prospect
because of the expertise. variety
of techniques. and the use of
certain numbers in the works
that no faker v.as likely. to have
known, Liberation said.

Repossessed" —
takeoff on
"The Exorcist' — and "Mr.
Magoo," in which he played the
title role of the good-natured
bumbler.
But it took years before he
got there.
He played Debbie Reynolds'
sweetheart in 195Ts popular
"Tammy and the. Bachelor." and
he became well known to baby
boomers for his role as the
Revolutionary War fighter
Francis Marion in the Disncy
TV adventure series "The
Swamp Fox."
He asked to be released from
his contract at MGM. and as a
freelancer, he appeared in a
of
undistinguished
series
movies.
"I played a lot ot leaders.
autocratic sorts; perhaps it was
my Canadian aceent.• he said.
Meanwhile, he remained
active in television in guest
roles. He also starred in his own
series, "The New Breeii,• "The
Protectors" and "Bracken's
World," but all were shortlived.
l'hen "Airplane!" captivated
audiences and changed everything.
Producers-directors-writers
Jim Abrahams. David and Jerry
Zucker haci hired Robert Stack,
Peter Graves, Lloyd Bridges and
Nielsen to spoof their heroic TV

images in a satire of flight-inJeopardy movies.
After the movie's success, the
filnunaking tric cast their newfound comic star aS Detective
Drebm in a TV senes. "Police
Squad," which trashed the cliches of 'Dragnet" and other cop
shows. Despite good reviews,
ABC quickly canceled it. Only
six episodes were made.
"It didn't belong on TV,"
Nielsen later said. "It had the
kind of humor you had to pay
attention to."
The Zuckers and Abraham
converted the senes into a feature film. "The Naked Gun,"
with George Kennedy, 0.1.
Simpson and Priscilla Presley as
Nielsen's co-stars. Its huge success led to sequels "The Naked
Gun 2 lir and "The Naked Gun
33 1/3."
His later movies included
'All I V'ant for Christmas,"
"Dracula: Dead and Loving It'
and 'Spy Hard."
Between films he often
turned serious. touring with his
one-man show on the life of the
great defense lawyer, Clarence
Darrow.
Nielsen was born Feb. I I,
1926 in Regina, Saskatchewan.
He grew up 200 miles south
of the Arctic Circle at Fort
Norman. where his father was

Munn
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Wednesday, Dec.1.2010:
This year, you niake waves
wherevei you go. Enjoy the
spotlight, though understand
with it comes responsibilities.
Admirers tend to be very observant. Presstrre builds financially.
You might want to cut back.
revarnp your budget or perhaps
consider a second job. You can
create exactly what you want. /f
you are single, you'll have multiple suitors. Choosing the one
who will help create the type of
relationship you desire also will
be important. If you are
attached, look to socializing
more or taking up a key cause
together. Discussions about
money. might be a bit too animated Count on LIBRA.

around it. Tap into your ingenuity
more frequently. You'll get
acknowledgment for all that you
shoulder, but perhaps you might
want to Oelegate or find some
other way to lighten the load.
Tonight: Take a midweek break.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Flesist pushing so hard.
Know that sometimes taking
time off is quite necessary for
your health and well-being.
News creates yet another perspective. though you still don't
have ail the facts. Tonight: Close
to horne.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You can keep conversations steady and not let emotions
plunge to the "dark side" with
others carrying on. Note a tendency to look at matters far differently from in recent years.
How much do you feel that this
attitude is coloring yout life?
The Stars Show the Kind of Tonight: A dear partner or fnend
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic. knows how to entice you into
joining him or her.
4-Positive. 3-Average. 2-So-so,
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
I -Difficult
**** Be more tuned in to what
is needed. Trust that you have
ARIES March 21•April 19)
what a takes if you slow down
**** All is not what it seems. sorne and connect on a more
as you wake up in perhaps an meaningful basis. An argument
overly
serious
mood
or a situation in your personal or
Communication flounshes with a domestic life could take a lot of
boss or someone you look up to
time. Tonight: Treat yourself on
You might not need to agree. but the way home.
listen well. Your instincts serve UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
you well. Tonight. Where people **** Though still senous. you
are.
draw many into your camp.
TAURUS (Aprll 20-May 20)
Interruptions seem like the name
*** Focus on a matter Mat is of the game. Be upbeat in how
tripping you up. Touch base with you proceed with another pera respected, inteliectual Mend or son Keep asking questions.
associate. Consider ways of There is a meeting point
moving this boulder from your Tonight. As you like.
life once and for all. There just SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
might be a way Tonight: Easy ** Resist trying to get control of
does it.
a situation. as uncomfortable as
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
it might be. Realize what hap***** Where others hit a pens when you push too hard to
roadblock. you move right get your way. Many people MI

an officer of the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police.
The parents had three sons.
and Nielsen once recalled.
"There were 15 people in the
village. including five of us. II
my father arrested somebody' ir
the winter. he'd have to wail
until the thaw to turn him in."
The elder Nielsen was a troubled man who beat his wife and
sons, and Leslie longed tc
escape. As soon as he graduated
from high school at 17. he
joined the Royal Canadian Alt
Force. even though he wzb
legally deaf (he wore hearing
aids most of his life.)
After the war. Nielsen
worked as a disc jockey at a
Calgary radio station. then studied at a Toronto radio school
operated by Lome Greene. whc
would go on to star on the ho
T'V series "Bonanza." A scholarship to the Neighborhood
Playhouse brought him to Nev.
York. where he immersed himself in live television.
Nielsen also was married to:
Monica Boyer. 1950-1955:
Sandy Ullman. 1958-7-1. anti
Brooks Oliver, 1981-85.
Nielsen and his second %kite
had two daughters, Thea and
Maura.

by Jacqueline Bigar
distance themselves from you.
Use your intuition with a money
matter. Tonight: It is as you like it.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** How you see a situation and what you do with a could
change. Others have firm ideas
about what is workable, which
you may or may not agree with.
Look at reorganizing your
finances. Tonight: Only where
people are.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Reach out for new informahon. The unexpected tosses
established plans to the wind
Express your willingness to find
the path through today's maze.
You could be delighted in the
end. Tonioht: A must appearance
that could go late.
AOUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Others seek Out your
perspective. The wise Aquarian
will let others know Mat your
view is nothing more than that -your view. Trust in your ability to
let go of a barrier or relationship
issue that might be causing
problems. Tonight: Let your
imagination lead: you follow.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Direct dealings continue
to be the only path that works.
How you handle someone and
the choices you make coulo
cause a change in the dialogue.
Go with an associates or partner's suggestion. Tonight: Don't
delay making a call.
BORN TODAY
Comedian. actor Richard Pryor
0940), actress. singer Bette
Midler 0945). singer Lou Rawls
i1933i
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at wwwiacquelinebigarcom.
(c) 2010 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.
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Murray Ledger & Times
Parents try to counter luds' Spasms linked to vitamin D
claim of 'all my friends can' DEAR DR. GOTT: I read between the ages of 19 and 50:
your article on severe cramping 400 IU for thoae between

Looking Back
Ilt.n years ago
Area service stations have been
hit hard by the financial difficulaes of Duke & Long distributors.
West Main Citgo. Citgo on U.S.
Highway 641 North, Coastal on
Highsvay 641 South and Petro
an 12th Street were among those
dosing [heti- doors.
Spec F4 Matthew Johnson. a
member of the 223 Military Police
Company, Louisville. will leave
tor a 197 day tour of voluntary
duty in Et.iiid in February. He
is the son of Gary. and Rebecca
Johnson of Murray
Twenty years ago
Published is a picture of members ot the Murray Optimist Club,
James F. Thoinpson, Ronnie Gibson and Jerry D. Smith, as they
assist the Sigma Department with
selecting Christmas trees for the
Dickens' Alley. festivities.
Ray Folsom 1505 Story' Ave.,
is retiring today as postal clerk from
the Murray Post Office after 23
years of service
In basketball games, Murray
Middle Tigers beat Trigg County
51-29: and Calloway Middle Lakers beat Mayfield 38-13.
Thirty' years ago
The Christmas lights in the
downtown area were turned on
y.esterday. Members of Murray
Electric Systems put up the decorations.
New officers of the Welcome
Wagon Club of Mum). are Susan
McKnelly, Meredith Zehr. Marcia
Dillon. Gene Wrather, Judy Krouse.
Florence Hensley. and Shirley'
Wade.
Mr. Charles Logsdon, a senior
biology major at Murray State
University, was a guest speaker
for the sixth grade science class
at North Calloway Elementary'.
Logsdon is pictured with Tony
Regan. Karen Fox, Lori Walker
arid Tracy Scott.
The national touring company
of "A Christmas Carol" will bring
their lavish performance to Murray on Dec. 8, for an 8:15 p.m_
performance at Lovett Auditonum. The performance is being sponsored by the Murray Civic Music

Association
Forty years ago
Sandra Stark, student at Kirksey and daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Charles B Stark, and Stave
McCuiston of Ncw Concord, son
of Mr. and Mrs. W.D. Shoemaker, were named as Outstanding 4H Girt and Boy in its Excellence
Awards by the Couner-Journal and
Louisville Times.
Dr. Liza Spann. retired professor of biology at Murray State
University. was honored ai a dinner on Nov. 21. A S10,000 Scholarship Fund was dedicated in her
honor
Members of the Murray-Calloway County Shrine Club. together with their families. numbering
about 100 persons, attended the
Rizpali Temple Shrine Fail Ceremontal held in Madisonville.
Fifty years ago
Prof. Vernon Anderson and Prof.
Thomas B. Hogancarnp of Business Department of Murray State
College anended the annual convention of Southern Bustness Education Association at Atlanta, Ga.
The Rev. C.E. Ward is the new.
pastor of St John Missionary. Baptist Church.
Mildred Hodge, representing
Corvette Lanes, Murray. broke all
records in aVomen's Division of
WPSD-TV Bowling on Nov. 26.
Her scores for three ganies were
156, 191 and 144.
Sixty. years ago
Mr. and Mrs Ray Brownfield
and daughter, Linda Lou, were
the recent guests of lair. and Mrs.
W. Rudolph Howard at Owensboro.
"A Young Man's Fancy" will
be the play presented by the Junior
Class of Murray. High School on
Nov. 30 with Wilma Lovins as
director. Cast members are Edward
Overbey, Norma Atkins. Julian
Meyer, Nancy Sanunons, Jane
Perry, Rachel Blalock, Buddy
Vance, Buddy Shackelford, Wanda
Diuguid. Don Fuqua, James Mason
Churchill, Don Marine. Joan Love,
Will Mac Jones, Betty Wiggins,
Gerald McCord, Frankie Shroat,
Ann Rhodes arid Gloria Moss.

DEAR ABBY: My children
think that •because their friends
can' they should he able to eel,
buy or do something. 1 encounter
this problem often, especially when
ies bechinse.
My children are 10
and 13, and
thes need to
learn
to
appreciate the
good parents
they
have
because we
don't give In
to all of their
Dear Abby requests.
Abby,
any
suggestions
By Abigail
that may help
Van Buren
us with this
situation would be appreciated. - GOOD PARENTS IN WOODSTOCK, ILL.
DEAR GOOD PARENTS: At
10 and 13, your children axe old
enough to understand the concept
that not all families are alike.
Because a friend of theirs enjoys
a privilege or has something they
don't have does not mean that
your children must.
1 wish you had been more specific about the problem that occurs
at bedtime. If they are arguing
about the hour. they need to understand that for them to perform
well in school they need a solid
night's sleep. It is well-known that
sleep-deprived kids can't learn.
If your children are asking for
"things,' then let me remind you
that parents who grant a child's
every wish fail to teach that child
one of life's inost important lessons: how to cope with disappointment. So please don't feel
guilty about drawing the line. or
asking your children how they
plan to earn whatever it is they're
asking for.
04000

DEAR ABBY: I am a 20-yearold college student who has found
the man of my dreams. We have

been dating for a year and a half
and have been through a lot together We both believe it is acceptable land in our case, preferable)
for a w'ornan to be a stay-at-home
mother and wife. I do not have
a problem with having dinner on
the table when he arrives home.
However. the number of people who have deemed our views
"unacceptable' and 'disgraceful'
is astounding 1, was actually spit
on by- a woman who accused me
of being 'the problem with
women.' She called me •weak'
and a disappointment to womanhood across the nation. I'm so
offended by' her attack.
Am I wrong in thinking it is
fine for a woman to be taken
care of by her husband? Should
I feel the need to be a working
mom and wife Am I too traditional for modern times? Please
help me to see the whole picture. -- LUCKY LADY IN
LARAMIE
DEAR LUCKY LADY: The
personal attack on you was uncalled
for, and the woman who spat on
you was hardly a role model for
liberated women across the nation.
Whether yOti choose to try to juggle a marriage and a career is a
personal decision. Not every
w.oman is able to manage It successfully.
That said. many households in
the U.S. are headed by single
women, and it usually wasn't a
matter of choice. That's why it's
so important for women to complete their education before being
married and to be qualified for a
career should the need arise. And
it's also why having a prenuptial
agreement in place before heading for the altar is advisable.
While it isn't wrong to think
it is fine for a woman to be taken
care of by her husband. the truth
is it doesn't always work out that
way. And it couldn't hurt you to
have a few years of work experience before starting a family - just in case

Today in History

El V ES I_ ti

Clemens — better known as Mark
Twain — was born in Flonda.
Mo.
In 1874, British statesman Sir
Winston Churchill was born at
Blenheim Palace.
In 1900, Irish wnter Oscar
Wilde died in Paris at age 46.
In 1936, London's famed Crystal Palace, constructed for the
Great Exhibition of 1851, was
destroyed in a fire.
n 1939, the Winter War began
as Soviet troops invaded Finland.
(The conflict ended the following

March with a Soviet victory.)
In 1960, the last DeSoto was
built by Chrysler, which had decided to retire the brand after 32
years
In 1962. U Thant of Burma.
wale had been acting secretarygeneral of the United Nations following the death of Dag Hammarskjold the year before. was
elected to a four-year term
In 1966. the former British
colony of Barbados became independent.
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Dear
Heloise:
1
recently had
my retirement
and
80th
bY
birthday celeHeloise
brstion. I suggested in the
invitation that my guests 'nay bring
A FOOD rrEm for donation in
lieu of a gift for me. I got this
idea from a previous hint in your
column i read in the San Angelo (Texas) Standard-Times. t was
hoping to raise 80 pounds of food,
because I was turning 80. I actually received 291 pounds of food
items What a great idea, and what
a great feeling' -- Jeanne Johnson in Texas
Jeanne, a happy belated birthday, and a special thanks for being
so thoup,htful! If only one in 10
people did this, the food banks
will be stocked all the time!
Folks, please give this heart
hint consideration, and if you do
have a "food bank party," first check
to see what items local food banks
need. -- Heloise
AIRPORT SHOE REMOVAL
Dear Heloise: With sanitary.

concerns due to the mandatory
removal of shoes to pass through
most airport secunty checkpotnts,
I've found a thin. low-cut sock
works perfectly in a pinch over
my family's regular stockings or
socks. I just put the "socklets" in
a small plastic bag, and place it
in my purse or carry-on prior to
exiting the screening checkpoint.
No expense for disposable
footwear. and no dirt or germs in
our shoes! -- Donna, via e-mail
PL ACE-MAT DECOFtATING
Dear Heloise: My family has
adopted many of your suggestions
into our everyday lives. One of
our favorites was a suggestion to
laminate the pictures from a daily
calendar. We now have a lovely
collection of cat place mats created from last year's wall calendar. They have been a big hit at
our weekly book-club meetings. - The Duncan Family, via e-mail
BATHMAT FtECAP
Dear Heloise: Bathmats are
expensive. and after nemy washings the rubber on the bottom
wears out, and they become slippery and dangerous. I cut a large
piece of rubberized closet shelving to put under the bathinat, and
it's safe again. The shelving does
not have to be attached. Just lay
it on the floor and put the mat

on top. -- Henrietta in Toms River,
N.J.
NO STAIN
Dear Heloise: We have a painting in our hallway and attached
little rubber "feet.
' on the bottom
corners to keep the painting
straight. Well, one of those little
feet decided to leave a sticky
brown streak down the wall. 1
grabbed the white vinegar and a
terry. rag, and slowly removed every
trace of that sticky goo from the
wall. 1 was so pleased! -- Donna
in Harrisburg, Pa.
Sounds good, Donna. On a
painted wall. you are probably
sate, but test a spot if there is
wallpaper. -- Heloise
USED COMPUTERS
Dear Readers: Don't toss out
computer equipment, even if it is
outdated. Schools and other orgimizations may. be able to use it. Check
with neighborhood schools, online
or in the phone book for ideas
of how to donate.
Heloise
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise, P.O. Box
795000, San Antonio, TX 782795000, or you can fax it to 1-210HELOISE or e-mail it to
Heloiset at IHeloise.com. I can't
answer your letter personally but
will use the best hints received
in my column.
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the
ages of 51 and 70. and 600 IU
for those 71 and older. This fatsoluble mar= is found in fonified milk products and cereals,
egg yolks. butter. salmon. siudines, hemng and beef liver. Aside
from food sources, sunlight exposure for about 15 minutes a day
is reported to provide the necessary amount, but don't get too much
sun.
Side effects of too much calcium with D include drowsiness.
weakness, dry mouth. irregular
heartbeat, difficulty breathing, nausea or vomiting and constipation.
but the list goes on and on. If
any. of these sy.mptoms are experienced. a user should contact his
or her physician promptly.
You don't indicate your age.
so 1 am unsure whether you have
issues with such disorders as osteoporosis; however, if your diet is
adequate. I don't believe you
require a supplement. but this can
be determined by a blood test.
You will continue to receive some
benefit from the calcium you take,
even if you discontinue the Ea
Perhaps the answer is to take a
good one-a-day vitatrun. Speak
with yrour doctor regarding his or
her views on the subject. In the
interim, read labels at your local
grocery store when selecting foods.
That way, you can determine
whether you satisfy the recommended requirements through diet
alone. If not, the next step might
be to select some of the foods
recommended so y.ou can increase
your intake naturally.
To provide related information.
I am sending you a copy of my
Health Repon "Vitamins & Minerals'Other readers who would
like a copy should send a selfaddressed stamped No. 10 envelope and a $2 check or money
order made payable to Newsletter and mailed to Newsletter, P.0
Box 167, Wickliffe. OH 44092°167. Be sure to mention the title
or print an order fonn off tny
website
at
ww w.AskDrGottMD.com.

-Hints From Heloise

By the Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Nov. 30, the
334th day of 2010. There are 31
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 30. 1782, the United
States and Britain signed preliminary peace articles in Paris, ending the Revolutionary War.
On this date.
In 1803, Spain completed the
process of ceding Louisiana to
France. which had sold it to the
United Stales.
In 1835, Samuel Langhorne
Ei

and muacle spasms I took 1,00C
IU of vitamin D wan my calcium for 10 months. I was up from
10 to 20 times a night with severe.
exctuciating cramps. Then I ran
out of vitamin D and didn't take
it for a couple of days. had no
cramps during this time.
I tried a lower
dose D two
more riMeS.
The cramps
started immediately.
I
stopped the D
again and arn
finally. crampfree.
Dr. Gott
It's strange
but true People
should
By
Dr Peter Gott look into their
meds, even if
cramps and spasms aren't listed
as a side effect. Also. if I get
my vitamin D naturally', why do
I need a supplement to help absorb
calcium?
DEAR READER: That's a
great question. Calcium is vital
for the formation and maintenance
of strong bones and for normal
bodily. functions such as the development and maintenance of strong
teeth. It is required tor the contraction and expansion of blood
vessels. the secretion of enzymes
and horniones, and the transtnission of impulses of the nervous
system. Vitamin D is equally
important for the absorption of
calcium from the intestines. The
combination is most often used
to prevent deficiency and to treat
it in those who. are calcium deficient.
An adequate daily calcium
intake is 1,000 milligrams for people between the ages of 19 and
50; and 1,20C for those 50 and
older. Food sources include milk,
cheese, yogurt, tofu, salmon, fortitled cereals and instant breakfast drinks.
An adequate daily intake for
vitamin D is 200 1U for people
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Thick-trunked tree
Pickling herb
Large lizard
Notion
Seeing only one person
Good quality
Word processor choice
TV warrior princess
Moon goddess
Gentle touch
List abbr.
Cargo unit
By way of
Sensitive
Squad
Notonous emperor
Ethanol source
Start
Starting to succeed
Writer Rice
Charm
Camera part
Raised platforms
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In the past
French affirmative
Fruit salad ingredient
Insecure feeling
Deep voice
Calone counter
Lupin° of film
Was ahead
Put down
Dallas native
Thin mattress
Promptly, in a way
-Not in a million years!"
Korean or Thai
Permit
Flayfully shy
Sleuth Spade
Skimpy swIrnwear
Witches
Adds up
Viola's cousin

Prepare for a bout
Guy's date
Wallet bill
Roadhouse
Director's cry
Blunder
Squtd's home
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